Nazism is the most obscure story of our days, a dark and bloody history that lingers in the memory of humanity. There is only
one name that is stuck in the brain of world history: the Wolf, Adolf Hitler. But one gigantic question remains: Who was Adolf
Hitler? There is a number of different photos of him, not identical but similar. There is a difference between being identical with
and look like. I have tried to analyze this issue at Omnipotent Akhenaten, pp 27-51, The Fourth Pyramid Which Disappeared,
pp 22-46, Aries, Capricorn and the End of Time, 25-26, Evolution, pp 23-52 and The Falcon does not Fly Any More, pp 1419. Despite the multitude of clues and evidence, we still lack decisive evidence of the causes of Nazism and Hitler‟s influence.
In 2013 Hitler‟s final will and other family documents were found in Munich in a state archive. According to my knowledge,
insight and interpretation these documents finally nail Nazism. The will was published all over the world, in Sweden in 2016.
Let us start from the beginning with the Hitler family.

Franziska Matzelsberger
1861-1884

Alois Hitler, 1837-1903,
of Benjamin‟s descendants

Klara Pölzl, 1860-1907

G. Hitler signs his will in Berlin
on April 29, 1945

Gustav Hitler, 1885-1887

1901

Adolf Hitler, 1889-1936 (1945)

1899

Mother and son. It is said that this photo was important to
him, he always had it with him. The child is around 18
months old. This means that Gustav Hitler liked his
biological mother. Gustav Hitler was declared dead on
December 8, 1887, but the secretly lived on in a rich,
Catholic family.

Gustav Hitler

Mother and son. The child is about a year old. We
know very well that Adolf liked his mother a lot.

Adolf Hitler

We can see that the individuals look like each other, but they are not identical. We can see they are siblings, they
share their biological parents.

Klara Hitler and her son, but there is more to it than just mother and son. Behind the child is an
object looking like a key. Should it be a symbolic key, it would stand for, among other things,
knowledge and the life of this child.

We can see that these two faces are almost symmetric, the left
side of the face is identical with the right side. Blood group B is
characterized by a symmetric face.

We can see that these two faces are not symmetric, the right and
left of the face are different. This is what characterizes blood
group AB.
Unsymmetrical face

Franziska Matzelsberger
1861-1884

Alois Hitler, 1837-1903
Squint-eyed

1

Alois Hitler Jr,
1882-1956
Squint-eyed
Unsymmetrical face

1
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Gustav Hitler,
1885-1887, 1945
Declared dead 1887
Squint-eyed
Symmetric face

Alois Hitler, 1837-1903
Squint-eyed
Unsymmetrical face

Alois Hitler jr,
1882-1956
Squint-eyed

Father and sons. All five brothers look like
each other, but they are not identical. One of
them is Adolf. Gustav, Otto and Edmund
were declared dead when still children, but
they lived on as Adolf‟s doubles.

Klara Pölzl, 1860-1907
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Otto Hitler
1887-1887, 1945
Declared dead 1887
Squint-eyed

4

Adolf Hitler,
1889-1936 (1945)
Squint-eyed
Unsymmetrical face

Edmund Hitler
1894-1900
Declared dead 1900
Squint-eted

Symmetric face

Gustav Hitler,
1885-1887 1945
Squint-eyed

Otto Hitler
1887-1887, 1045
Squint-eyed

Symmetric face

Adolf Hitler,
1889-1936 (1945)
Squint-eyed

Edmund Hitler
1894-1900
Squint-eyed

Otto Hitler, double #1. This face is world famous. This Hitler was shot to death together with Eva Braun in the Berlin bunker on
April 30, 1945. He is squint-eyed with a symmetric face and a potato nose which is absent in his brothers.

This is Adolf Hitler, unsymmetrical face, squint-eyed. Nose of normal length. Gustav Hitler
ordered his death in 1936. As far as I understand, this face was not seen after 1936. More info at
Aries, Capricorn and the End of Time, pp 25-26.

Jean-Marie Loret
1918-1985
Adolf Hitler‟s son
Unsymmetrical face

Gustav Hitler. This is the face of Adolf‟s worst double. Reichskanzler between 1933 and 1945. In the late autumn of 1939 Gustav
Hitler was the target of an attempted assassination at Burgerbräukeller in Munich. Gustav Hitler stayed at Wolfsschanze from
June, 1941, to November 1944, with short visits to other places. The well known assassination attempt of July 20, 1944, took
place here. He was a couple of minutes late. The assassination attempts in 1939 and 1944 were directed at this Hitler, who, on
April 29, 1945, signed his will in the bunker in Berlin. We can clearly see that Gustav Hitler‟s face is symmetric and oval, his
nose is a bit longer and thicker than Adolf‟s is. He is squint-eyed.

A thorough background of Gustav and Adolf Hitler

Gustav Hitler: Serpent/Lamb. A reincarnation of,
among others, Tianat/Inanna, Serpent God Kobra in
Egypt, Pharaoh Menkaure, dynasty 4, pharaoh
Akhenaten, dynasty 18, Israel‟s God, Athena,
Romulus/King Quirinus, Izates II/Jesus, Nero, Loke,
nordic mythology, Saint István, Kukulkan, Viracocha,
Quetzalcoat, Hernán Cortés, Mona-Lisa, Queen
Christina.
More info at Omnipotent Akhenaten, page 41 and
Nero, Fright and Poetry, page 9.

Adolf Hitler: Wolf. A reincarnation of, among others,
Pharaoh Khafra, dynasty 4, Pharaoh Horemheb,
dynasty 18, Egypt, Benjamin, Jacob‟s 12th son,
progenitor of the tribe of Benjamin, King Saul, Israel‟s
first king; one of Joseph Jr‟s disciples, the wolf Gere in
Nordic mythology.
More info at Foundation Stone, pp 22-23, The Fourth
Pyramid which Disappeared, pp 1-4.

Adolf Hitler

Pharaoh Horemheb, dynasty 18

AdolfHitler
Hitler
Adolf

Pharaoh Khafra, dynasty 4

Despite the fact that we cannot execute a direct biological comparison between Adolf, Horemheb and Khafra, we still see
similarities in the pictures. In other words: they are one and the same person. We know that the two pharaohs Horemheb and
Khafra were architects and painters/artists and so was Adolf Hitler.

Pharaoh Menkaure, dynasty 4
Mykerinos

Gustav Hitler

Pharaoh Akhenaten, dynasty 18

Gustav Hitler

As above, it is not possible to have a direct biological comparison, but we can see that the structures in the pictures have the same
origins, i.e. one and the same person.

Gustav Hitler’s Will, 1945

The private, personal will

The political will
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7

Gustav Hitler‟s will has two parts: a personal and a political will. The will is dated April 29, 1945, and is signed. The signature
is not clarified and there is no given name. Before the surname Hitler there is a strange number, a combination of digits four and
seven. Some people suggest it is a letter, A, a. We can see that this strange digit has nothing to do with the letter A. How does a
number with a combination of a 4 and a 7 influence the signature above? - Using the name Gustav on the will was not possible,
the name Gustav did not exist at that time. neither could he write Adolf as he was not identical with Adolf Hitler. Instead he
wrote 4 Hitler. Why did he do that? The message, I believe is this: ‟4‟ in this context means four Hitler brothers, i.e. Gustav,
Otto, Adolf and Edmund. here it is about Gustav, he was the senior Hitler brother. „7‟ refers to Revelation, where the seal was
broken by the Lamb, a demonstration by the Lamb who fights the Beast. Note that the handwriting has a distinct tilt.

Gustav Hitler’s will, 1938

Gustav Hitler‟s will from 1938 with
his signature. We can see that the
signature is identical with the signature
from the 1945 will. It has the same
intention and message.

1945

1938

Tilt

1920
We see that both the 1938 and 1945 signatures are very different from the signatures which appear at the publication of
Mein Kampf. But the tilt, the angle of inclination, is almost the same.

Adolf Hitler‟s licence to carry a gun with his signature
His handwriting has almost only straight letters

Adolf Hitler as a young man

The book Mein Kampf was written by Gustav Hitler using Adolf‟s name. The book has been published in many editions at
various times. Above are two different editions published at different times, but signed by Gustav Hitler. The signature is
identical with the signature from 1920. That was when he was planning the extinction of the Jews, supposed to be initiated by
his younger brother Adolf. The tilt is almost the same.
More info at The Fourth Pyramid which Disappeared, pp 33-36 and 29-31.

Adolf Hitler - the Architect and the Artist

According to the will, Adolf painted around 2,300
watercolours and self portraits. They are painted
carefully and well. All paintings are signed by himself.
Adolf had a son named Loret who has found paintings
signed by Adolf Hitler in his mother‟s attic in France.
More info at Aries, Capricorn and the end of Time, pp
25-26.
Gustav started collecting works of art after 1936. All
Adolf‟s paintings automatically ended up with him. In
1936 Adolf was murdered Gustav‟s orders.
According to the 1936 will, Gustav Hitler used his own money to start building a collection of art. He decided to build the
world‟s finest museum. Towards the end of the war he had 8,500 works of art for his museum. They had a value of hundreds of
millions of dollars. He had more than 3,000 works of art, we can imagine what they were worth. According to the will, he
actually paid for everything. Sometimes the prices were low, but we cannot call it theft. One of his favourite paintings was a
painting of Venus. Gustav Hitler had no personal bank account despite the fact that he had Adolf‟s identity. Everything was done
in his name. When Gustav needed money, he turned to his bank contact, Max Amann, who had valuable contacts in the world of
banks, financing and economy. He was Gustav‟s personal accountant.
According to the will, Gustav Hitler left behind shares for the family. We also learn that Gustav gave financial help to the French
woman Charlotte Lobjoise, the mother of Adolf‟s son, during the Second World War. His private will was fairly meager, the
only item of value was the art collection. Gustav did not work for money, he never had a proper job. Why? He was probably
feeble and did not exist, officially.
(I can briefly add this: In the spring of 1976 the first trial regarding allowances to Krister R started. It was in the context of my
father‟s paternity issue, Krister R was present, but I was. My father‟s lawyer asked if you can have students‟ benefit when you
study and simultaneously have a summer job to support yourself. The answer came quickly and it was short: Krister R can have
students‟ benefit but he does not work in the summer because of physical problems. My father and I looked at each other and
asked ourselves what they were talking about. It turned out that Krister R never had a job. Queen Christina, among others, also
had physical problems, just as Izates II/Jesus. The monarchy guaranteed their support).
Neither did he have a personal bank account in Gustav‟s name. He used his younger brother Adolf‟s identity, but, as far as I
understand, he used his own name, Gustav, when he signed his book Mein Kampf.

Adolf Hitler‟s licence to carry a gun

Adolf Hitler‟s DAP party card

Gustav Hitler‟s personal signature.
The book is published in Adolf‟s name, but
in the photos, Gustav Hitler is alone. The
tilt of his handwriting is personal.

Adolf Hitler‟s personal signature. I has almost straight
letters.

This is further evidence that Mein Kampf was written by Gustav Hitler,
but published using the name of Adolf.

According to the will,
Gustav
Hitler
knew
everybody in his family.
He was also aware of his
own position despite the
fact that his two brothers
earlier on had been
declared dead. According
to the will and certain
information, he assisted his
family economically.
Gustav Hitler‟s and Queen Christina‟s favourite painting
was Venus.

Adolf Hitler‟s model,
especially in the Nordic
countries, was Thor and
the painting ‟Thor
fighting the Chaos
Serpent‟.
More info at The Fourth Pyramid
Which Disappeared, page 40, and
Aesir Cult, pp 1-17, 18-37, 38-57,
63-66

The Political Will
The background of the political will is very complicated and difficult to understand, but there are clues to help us see the will‟s
message. He dated the will April 29, 1945 (zodiac sign Taurus) in Berlin. According to numerology: 29 2 + 9= 11 and 11 –
1+1=2.
We have the digit 2. What does this digit 2 (or the second) mean in this context? – In the Alois family he was born
as child #2, before him came Alois Jr. If we go back in time, this is what we find:

2

1

Israel‟s God/Serpent God and the Lion of
Babylonia (Judea), a reincarnation of Marduk
connected to Daniel‟s father‟s paternity issue.
The Lion of Babylonia was Daniel‟s father‟s
foster son.

2

1

Izates II/Jesus, Lamb/Serpent and the Jew
Joseph connected to Carpenter Joseph‟s
paternity issue. Joseph Jr was Carpenter
Joseph‟s foster son.

2

Krister R and the Jewish boy Tibor E
connected to my father, Tibor Kemény‟s
paternity issue. Tibor E was T.K‟s foster
son.

The date, the 29th, conveys this message

1

1

2

If we look at High Priest Caiaphas‟ will, we see the same message.
More info at High Priest Caiaphas’ Will.

The last days of April,1945

A group of honoured members of Hitlerjugend

These photos give a clear picture of Otto Hitler giving a short speech to German young boys outside the Berlin bunker. They
stand there, this sad line of young men. After having comforted them, he went back to the bunker. These pictures are known
around the world.

April 30,1945, 3.30 p.m.
In the Berlin bunker
Who is the dead
person on the couch
in the Berlin bunker
on April 30, 1945, in
the afternoon? His
head I supported by
the wall.
Why did this happen
on April 30, 1945?

?

The
picture
was
published in Sweden in
2009. Media stated:
„The picture probably
depicts Adolf Hitler
after his suicide. It has
not been confirmed that
he really is the German
dictator.‟

?
The important question is who the dead man on the couch is. Human reason says: „First think and then act in a human way‟. The
dead person is certainly one of the Hitler‟s brothers, but who? Adolf Hitler was killed in 1936, it cannot be him. Edmund Hitler
had not been seen for a long time. Then we have only two brothers left: Otto Hitler, brother and an important double and Gustav
Hitler, Reichskanzler and Führer 1933-1945. – A closer look at face and head tells us that it is roundish and the nose is short and
thick, a potato nose. We see a wound in the forehead, it seems as if the bullet hit his face from straight ahead. Thus, the dead
person cannot have committed suicide. (The weapon is a Walther PPK).

Otto Hitler‟s face and head are also roundish and looks like that of the dead man, the nose is short and thick. If we compare the
pictures of Otto with those of the dead man, we see that they are similar. We can conclude that, according to the pictures above,
Otto Hitler may be the dead man on the couch in the Berlin bunker.

If we compare Gustav Hitler with the dead man‟s face and head, we notice that Gustav has an oval face and a long nose. The dead person cannot
be Gustav Hitler, that is quite clear. This is why the only possibility is Otto Hitler. G Hitler was Reichskanzler between 1933 and 1945, for
twelve years. This reminds us of Jacob‟s twelve sons,, the 12 disciples of Izates II/Jesus and the 45 coincides with Saint István‟s exhumation
exactly 45 years after the funeral. More info at Evolution, page 86).
Looking at the pictures above, I know that both Otto Hitler and Eva Braun were shot in the
head, they were both executed. Gustav Hitler gave orders to burn both bodies. Russian
spokespersons maintained that they found the partly incinerated bodies in a crater outside the
bunker and took care of them. In 1945 a piece of the skull was missing and it was found by the
Russians in 1946, with a distinct bullet hole. A scientist at University of Connecticut made a
more thorough investigation of the skull in 2009 and surprisingly found that it was not Hitler‟s
skull, it came from a woman, 20-40 years old. The woman should be Eva Braun, but was she
really the woman who was shot? I suggest that Gustav Hitler himself planned the end and the
final days in the bunker. This is what we get from up to now known facts, but there may be
more to come…

Gustav Hitler with his wife Eva Braun
just before 30 April, 1945. in the Berlin
bunker. The very last day.

Crater outside the bunker

A Russian soldier by the couch where Otto Hitler
and Eva Braun were shot to death

Inside the destroyed bunker

After having explored the bunker, the Russians accomplished what the Germans
had failed to do – they destroyed it. The bunker was blown up with dynamite.

The Germans‟ attempt to destroy the bunker are visible everywhere. „Make sure my belongings are destroyed‟ said Gustav Hitler
before he disappeared at 3.50 p.m. Assisted by three SS soldiers Linge carried (Otto) Hitler‟s body up the stairs and into the
Reich Chancellery garden. Hitler’s head was covered by a blanket, but his legs protruded. Günsche put Eva‟s body next to
Hitler‟s, three metres from the door of the bunker. Soviet grenades detonate nearby when Linge and Günsche pour petrol on the
bodies. Linge set fire to a piece of paper and threw it on the bodies. A fireball erupted. Hitler‟s closest followers raised their
arms and cried ‟Heil Hitler!‟ from the safety of the stairwell. When this brief farewell moment was over, it was time for Gustav
Hitler to leave the bunker. – A short, personal question: Why was Hitler‟s face covered by a blanket? The answer is that nobody
was allowed to know who was shot and incinerated.
How did Gustav Hitler leave the Berlin bunker on April 30, 1945, at four o‟clock p.m?

Haunebu or Die Glocke, the Bell.
Order by the Black Sun

The black Sun = Aten/Nemesis

The base and Gustav Hitler‟s bunker were situated in East Prussia close to the town of Rastenburg. There, Gustav had a good life in
his Wolfsschanze (the Wolf‟s Lair). He lived there between 1941 and 1944 with brief visits to other places.

The secret Nazi UFO, the so-called Haunebu or Die Glocke, the bell. The project was managed by SS Oberführer Jakob
Sporrenberg and was located in East Prussia. Sources indicate that all the 62 scientists and technician who were imvolved in
this UFO project were, on direct orders from Gustav Hitler, murdered towards the end of the war. This secret Haunebu project
had nothing to do with the rocket production of V-1 and V-2, led by Werner von Braun. (The question about how many aliens
who worked there, see Omnipotent Akhenaten, pp 32-33.
The secret project Haunebu or Die Glocke was vital when Gustav Hitler was declared dead. In other words: He secretly left the
Earth from Berlin on a spaceship. The location was a top secret. There is no information on how he left the bunker. He himself
carefully planned the end (probably with aliens) and obviously knew what the end would look like. The order from the „Black
Sun‟ reveals everything, they were waiting for the return of Nemesis, the Black. Nemesis was then far away, outside our solar
system.
Various models of Haunebu were produced. One had a diameter of around 25 metres for a crew of eight, another one had a
diameter of around 120 metres for a larger crew.
The Haunebu vehicles were produced in south Poland, East Prussia and it all took place in kilometer-long tunnels blasted into
the mountain. At the top of the mountain was a power plant and a circle. Along the circle was a buried power line. The SS
officer who was taken prisoner told the allied forces amazing stories of UFO research and anti-gravitation experiments.
Gustav Hitler left the bunker at around four o‟clock p.m. during the short farewell ceremony and was driven to a Haunebu
outside Berlin, towards East Prussia and the Haunebu base. There he embarked and disappeared. He left this life as a loser. He
would have been 60 years old on May 17, 1945. For a one-person transport a small spaceship will be sufficient, a small
Haunebu with a diameter of around 22 metres. We know that Berlin was surrounded by the Red Army, but Haunebu could land
without being spotted further away, outside Berlin. I believe that Gustav had a number of chosen, secret hybrids who
accompanied him in Haunebu IV, possibly to the Moon, from the East Prussian Mountain. More info at Visitors to the Moon,
final, page 80.
One question remains: why did he choose to be declared dead on April 30, 1945? We know that Nazism was also, in secrecy,
called the New Christianity with Gustav as its hub. According to Jacob, Jesus‟ eldest brother, on his way to Mount Tabor, the
Hitler greeting goes back to greetings by Akhenaten and Izates II/Jesus.

Numerology gives April 30 – 3 + 0= 3, the number 3. This
number coincides with Trinity which has three different
saviours: the Lamb, the Falcon which looks like a flying
eagle, and the Bull in the form of a dove.
This Trinity is symbolic. Now, in the fullness of time, two of
them will be removed and only one saviour will remain. The
Lion is already gone, he never joined the council regarding
Trinity.
Gustav Hitler knew that the Lamb would also be removed.
That is why he chose 30-3+0=3, which will put an end to this
Trinity.
He, who will soon be born on April 30, in a kingdom
liberated by G Hitler during the Second World War, will see
to it that this Trinity falls apart. He, who was born the year
after, on April 30, 1946 in Stockholm, is the King, Carl
Gustaf XVI.

Trinity according to the Council of Nicaea in A.D. 323,
led by Constantine the Great.
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In High Priest Caiaphas‟ will we find three
suns. One sun is a symbol of the Lion. The two
first suns are symbols of the Lion and the Lamb.
I översteprästen Kajafas testamente finner vi tre
solar. This took place in the Sanhedrin and all
that existed were Gnosticism, knowledge, and
science. Sun #1, symbol of the Sun, sun #2,
symbol of a black sun, the neutron star.

3
Here are three different saviours: The Lamb (1),
the Falcon (2), and the Bull as a Dove, (3). We
can see that the Lion is gone and nobody asks
about him.
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Below the two suns is one more
sun awaiting its time, a symbol of
our Sun. It is the Bull, called a
Beast in Revelation. The gospels
were written in those days, alter on
rewritten during Pope Damasus I‟s
pontificate 366-384 after the death
of Constantine the great.

Raoul Wallenberg, symbol of the Lion, a
symbolic fight against the Serpent/Lamb.

In 1948 Hitler was officially declared dead by West Germany. In the spring of 1948, Gustav was reincarnated in my family and
became the nephew of my paternal grandfather‟s brother, Simon. This was what Simon constantly feared and the reason Pope
Pius XII said yes to marriage between my father‟s cousins, without Simon‟s permission. This was also why Simon was killed
in 1945, at the end of the war. My parents married on October 3, 1948 (zodiac sign Libra, which is also a symbol of justice).
More info at High Priest Caiaphas’ Will, page 66. In 1954 Simon‟s nephew was declared dead and in 1956 my father left
Hungary during the uprising and ended up in a reception camp in Linz, Austria. More info at Autobiography, page 5 and
Evolution, page 115. On Christmas Eve, 1958, Tibor E was born. His biological parents were Jewess Maria E and her brotherin-law, but Tibor remained my father‟s foster son. In 1971 he was murdered in Stockholm and was replaced by Krister R,
(Simon‟s daughter‟s son)). He took over Tibor E‟s identity. In 1975 court proceedings regarding allowance to Krister R started,
more info at The Fourth Pyramid Which Disappeared, pp 52-62 and Evolution, pp 102-109.

The bubble burst on a Saturday in July,1977
Neither biological
nor legal connection
to my father T.K.
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A clear outline of the area where my father and sister lived 1973-1991. It was new residential district.
At the centre of the outline is Road 2. On one side of the road house are numbered 2 to 14, on the other side 1 to 13. A Jew
named Julius, a healthy senior citizen, lived in number 6 and opposite him, in number 5, lived my father and my sister. Being
neighbours, my father and Julius had good relations, they met every day. Julius had some siblings, the youngest brother Benny
lived on Road 1. He was an entrepreneur and artist. Julius also had a younger brother, Emil, senior citizen who had worked at the
Ministry of Finance in the 1950s. The youngest sibling was a sister called Tora, she worked as a manager of economy in
Stockholm. Julius managed a cinema in Stockholm in the 1950s and 60s, he had good media contacts. I knew them all
personally. They were all nice, sympathetic, friendly, intellectual and healthy, they lived on kosher food. Every weekend Julius
had visitors: either his brother Emil or his sister Tora. In that way my father also learned to know them, they were permanent
guests in our house. I spent my weekends with my father in those days and from 1983 I lived there (the drawings of Julius and
Emil above are my father‟s from 1976, my sister is behind the portrait of Tora, 1976).
Anyway, Julius was a talented, healthy and friendly neighbour. He was never ill in those days. In the spring of 1977 he was on
the roof inspecting the flagstones. I do not remember if it was April or May, in the middle of the week. In the evening my father
called me and said that Julius had died, he died from a heart attack on the commuter train. I could not understand it. I said to my
father that Julius never had any heart problems, he did not smoke, he did not drink alcohol, he exercised. We did not know what
had happened on the commuter train, but it all sounded very strange. Julius‟ youngest brother received the news about his death.
He was very surprised, as were the other siblings, over the sudden death.
In the summer of 1977, in July, on a Saturday afternoon, Maria and Krister R suddenly appeared on Road 2. They were in a
vintage car belonging to Prince Bertil. Krister was at the wheel, he seemed to be 5-8 years older than Tibor E. He slowly drove
by my father‟s villa and constantly looked at Julius‟ house which was empty but not yet on the market, as far as I know. They
both wore sunglasses, Maria, had a scarf on her head. Krister had a bue shirt. The house must have been interesting, they were
only looking at it.
1.

When my father saw them, he immediately said that the driver next to Maria looked like my cousin in Hungary, Ilona. I then
understood what had happened: little Tibor had been murdered and was replaced by this Krister, son of my cousins, the man
who took over Tibor‟s identity. It was in Krister‟s blood they found the hereditary dispositions EAP-C and ADA 2, rare in
European/Caucasian populations. My father said these dispositions exist in our family. It seems to be the case that this person
is a girl, according to a letter from the officer of social services. Krister is neither a man nor a woman, he is a hybrid. ‟Now I
understand all of it‟, my father said. We understood why Maria was not allowed to say something.
Shortly after this revelation we asked ourselves; ‟Who organised Krister‟s entry into Sweden? Where did he live while Tibor E
was alive? Who paid for Krister‟s sojourn in Sweden? Who sent them to Road 2? Anyway, Krister R‟s appearance on Road
two between my father‟s and Julius‟ villa revealed everything. – I met Benny and asked about the villa. He answered that the
estate inventory was not finished, the object was not on the market. I also met Tora, she said almost the same thing. They were
still surprised Julius was no longer there. We did not believe it was a natural death.
In our home we all felt very bad after this revelation. My father wrote a couple of reports, to the court, the police, regarding the
murder of Tibor E. But it did not help, the authorities kept ignoring him, but Krister and Maria were stopped.
Let me analyse what would have happened if Krister and Maria had moved into Julius‟ villa as my father‟s and my sister‟s
neighbours. The starting point was that Krister R looked like my father. Because of that they would have persuaded my father
that he was Krister‟s biological father. My father never acknowledged him as his son, he would have told him about reality,
about origins for him and Tibor E. If we assume that Krister is a reincarnation of, among others, Gustav Hitler, István, Queen
Christina, and Izates II/Jesus, the result would have been a bloodbath of wrath. He would have started with Maria and
everybody involved in the issue, even the royal family would have been affected. Because of the combination of my father‟s
report and the death of Julius, the plans of moving into the house were scrapped.
The year after, on September 19, 1978, four armed men attacked my father‟s house and wanted to take him into captivity. The
house was burnt down but all important documentation was saved. Note that some of these damaged documents can be found
in my links. More info at Aries, Capricorn and the End of Time, pp 1-6. Today, in 2018, this is called Terrorism. At the end
of the year, we had a personal telephone conversation with Krister R. He said that hed id not know my father or us, he knew
nothing about fatherhood, allowances, blood examination, absolutely nothing about my father‟s relation with Tibor E. – Had
Krister R and Maria moved into Julius‟ villa, there would have been a bloodbath. All crimes were committed in his name and
removed him from reality. More info at Prince of Ponte Corvo or, pp 50-69.
From 1981 and onwards the Bull God, Baal, Zeus/Jupiter were introduced into my father‟s paternity issue with a change of
names from Krister R to Christer Philip R. More info at Evolution, pp 107-108 and 102-109
Let me once again visit Olympia and look around to get to know the Bull God Zeus.

The Statue of Zeus and the large Temple of
Zeus in Olympia
Omkr 430 f.v.t, av Fidias

Zeus on his throne. In his left hand he has a sceptre crowned by an eagle and in
the palm of his right hand is a picture of Nike, goddess of victory. The visible
parts of his body were made of ivory, the cloak of gold, decorated with pictures
of animals and lilies.

Zeus on his throne. In his left hand he has a sceptre crowned by an eagle and in
the palm of his right hand is a picture of Nike, goddess of victory. The visible
parts of his body were made of ivory, the cloak of gold, decorated with pictures
of animals and lilies.

Zeus on his throne, his head almost touches the ceiling. In his right
hand he has a bow in the shape of lightning and his left hand is our
globe with a black eagle beneath. Nike, goddess of victory is not
here.
The statue of Zeus was regularly repaired, but we do not know much about what has happened to it. Some reconstruction
took place during the second century B.C. and there is a report saying that it, around A.D. 395, was brought to
Constantinople, the city of Bull God Constantine the Great, where it was destroyed by fire less that 100 years before.
According to other sources it was plundered in Olympia. The temple was destroyed by earthquakes in 523 and 551. Not long
after that, the place was hit by floods and was covered by a thick layer of mud.
In 1875 German archeologists were very active. They have been constantly excavating in the area since 1875 and have
localized and reconstructed the temple and its sculptural decorations. But nothing from the statue of Zeus has been found.
This may support the belief that the statue was brought to Constantinople.

Phidias
Phidias or Pheidias was a Greek sculptor who lived
from around B.C. 490 to around 430. he is often
regarded as one of ancient Greece‟s greatest artists and
is known for having created the statue of Zeus at
Olympia, made in gold and ivory, so-called
chryselephantine, with a height of 12 metres.
According to reliable sources, Phidias died in prison in
Athens or in exile, after having been accused and
sentenced in a political process which actually was
directed at his friend Pericles, who was a great
politician..
Perikles, B.C. 495-429, is said to have been a good
politician and was a friend of, among others, Socrates,
Sofocles, Herodotos, Phidias, and Protagoras.

Pericles Phidias

Statue ofAthena

Phidias Pericles

B.C. 430, by Phidias

The Statue of Athena. We see Goddess Athena in full battle outfit. She was also called Pallas Athena and was the Goddess of
Wisdom and War. in her right hand she has the spear, in front of it is a wriggling serpent, Athena‟s animal symbol. We can see a
sun at her breast, is this sun a symbol of Aten? – There is also a portrait of Athena above. There, too, we can see the sun Aten and
serpents shaped like hair. – In Greek mythology Athena was the Bull God Zeus‟ daughter. It may be worthwhile to have a closer
look at the Zeus/Athena relation.

Metis, intelligent owl

Zeus, Bull God

Metis, intelligent owl
Athena, Serpent Goddess with traces of the Owl. She copied her mother.

In Greek mythology, Metis was the daughter of Oceanus and Tethys. She was the wisest living creature. She prophesied that she
at first would give birth to a daughter who was as strong and powerful as her father and after that a son who were even more
powerful. This gave Zeus a competitor in his aspiration after world power, after the highest throne of God. At first he believed
that the future daughter would secure his power. In mythology, Metis is said to have looked like an eagle. Finally, she gave birth
to a hybrid child and raised the child to be both a man and a woman (all statues and material preserved after her bear witness of
this, she had the looks of a hybrid).
While reading the mythological and symbolical stories about the birth of Athena, I get the following message from that time:
Zeus‟ animal origin was a Bull, the Owl character was missing in him. His animal symbol was an Eagle. Mythology tells us that
Athena were closer to the Owl and looked like her biological mother Metis, but not Zeus. Zeus was not Athena‟s father. Her
biological father lived among Metis‟ men in her home area, one of these men was Athena‟s father. Zeus, at any cost, wanted to
marry Metis because of her intellectual knowledge. In other words: her knowledge was at a higher level than that of Zeus. Zeus,
too, was surrounded by learned men and they had probably heard the story about Metis‟ future child. – They knew that Egypt
had three superior gods: the Serpent, Horus the Falcon and the Bull of Death, Osiris. The Serpent and the Falcon were involved
in the issue of the future child. I understand that Metis gave birth to her child in her home area and saw that the child was neither
man nor woman. The child was special, a hybrid, god or goddess and was given the name Athena.
After a while, for some reason or other (maybe the child‟s gender), she left her home and visited Zeus. Zeus believed the woman
was pregnant and hit her stomach with a hammer to kill the child. Athena died. Zeus believed that some of the earlier
competitive gods would reincarnate and that his power was threatened. He did not know that the child was born and lived in
secrecy.
One day when Athena was an adult, she turned up on Mount Olympia right in front of Zeus, armed with battle equipment. When
Zeus caught sight of her he was immediately surprised and shocked because Athena looked like her mother Metis. Then Zeus
remembered what he had heard about the future child, the daughter, it was still in his head. He understood that he had killed
Metis without knowing why when he saw her daughter in front of him. Zeus had a terrible headache and felt very bad. All the
gods and goddesses came to see her and an earthquake is said to have occurred, Athena stood erect, she was the victor. From that
moment Zeus defended her, she would strengthen his power on Earth and on the throne of Olympia.

Coins from Athena‟s time, Athena and the Owl.
Goddess of wisdom and War
Motto: ”Wisdom means success”.

The Danish scientist Sophus Schack‟s
lifework, the Owl in a human being. More
info at Evolution, page 7.

The Danish scientist investigated the Owl‟s character when planted into a human body and Sculptor Phidias‟ Athena
statue. There is a certain resemblance between the statue and the drawing.

1

2

This is a statue of Serpent Goddess Athena. Picture
#1 depicts her with Goddess of Victory Nike in her
right hand and a spear in her left. Nike is also in her
right hand in picture #2, in her left hand she holds a
circular shield. There were people who claimed that
Nike and Athena were one and the same person and
goddess, so they also called Athena Nike. I support
this. In this was we understand why Zeus wanted her
to be Goddess of Victory, Nike.

Serpent Goddess, Virgin Athena

Serpent Goddess, Virgin Athena

Phidias
Phidias or Pheidias was a Greek sculptor who
lived from around B.C. 490 to around 430. he is
often regarded as one of ancient Greece‟s greatest
artists and is known for having created the statue
of Zeus at Olympia, made in gold and ivory, socalled chryselephantine, with a height of 12
metres.

Pericles Phidias

According to reliable sources, Phidias died in
prison in Athens or in exile, after having been
accused and sentenced in a political process which
actually was directed at his friend Pericles, who
was a great politician.
Pericles, B.C. 495-429, is said to have been a
good politician and was a friend of, among others,
Socrates, Sofocles, Herodotos, Phidias, and
Protagoras.

Phidias

Pericles

Statue of Nike
Perikles Fidias

Nike, 'victory', is in Greek mythology the goddess
of victory (in Roman mythology called Victoria).
The Nike victory was not only the bloody victory
of war but also the peaceful victory in the frequent
Greek competitions and other feats where you had
to work hard to win success.

Fidias

Perikles

Hesiod claims she was the daughter of River
Goddess Styx and warrior Pallas. She was often
tied to the victorious gods Zeus and Athena. There
is often a winged statue of Nike in cult pictures of
them.

Nike, Virgin

Here and there, she gradually came closer to
Athena. The new name became Athena Nike, to
whom the Athena Nike Temple in Athens was
dedicated. Here the imagery of Athena had no
wings with the exception of the Nike figures on
the marble parapets among which the well-known
Nike appears. Her attribute is an olive- and
victory wreath.

Victoria, Virgin

To join Nike and Athena was somebody‟s will and message. It finally became clear that these two characters were one and the
same goddess. If that really is true, there should be leads. Pictures 1-3 below clearly confirm this message.

1

The coin in picture 1 depicts the Goddess of Victory Nike with the wreath of victory in her right hand. If we take a closer look at her head,
we can see a serpent wriggling out of her head. She also has wings. I suggest that this woman is cunning as a serpent, that she wants to
remove someone from power and that she has two roles to play: goddess of victory using her wisdom and goddess of war through war, i.e.
Athena Nike. The wing on her back is symbolic, she was also called angel/alien and is connected to space as a means of transport, a
spaceship. This coin may confirm that Athena and Nike were one and the same serpent goddess.
The two crossed keys
are now parts of the coat
Among Athena‟s symbols
of arms of the Holy See.
we find a cross, a symbol
This gives us further
of Christianity and the
evidence that the
crossed keys which
original Jesus was Izates
became the Vatican‟s coat
II and that his elder
of arms. More info at
brother Simon Peter
Aries, Capricorn and the
founded the
End of Time, pp 6-13.
congregation, Church of
Rome. They later
introduced the keys in
their coat of arms. ,

2
2

Picture 2 is an illustration of a tree surrounded by a wreath in the shape of a serpent wriggling on the tree. On the top of the tree is
a female character, Serpent Goddess Athena, and behind her is a spear. To the right of the tree we see Nike and to the left a warrior
overlooks the situation. The question is whose family tree, at centre of events, it really is.

3

Picture 3 depicts a family tree. To the right of the tree we see
Zeus and to the left is Goddess Athena, Minerva. We can see
a spear which splits the family tree in two, the spear emanates
from Athena. The question is the same: Who owns the family
tree which Zeus and Athena want to lay their hand on? We
see a lively discussion between Zeus and Athena on each side
of the tree. We know that Cosmic Adam‟s, Man‟s family tree
is always at the focus of events.
Pictures 1-3 give us clues which can give further information
that Athena and Nike were one and the same serpent goddess.

Serpent Goddess Athena
Nike
This drawing, too, confirms that Athena was
the legendary and most cunning Serpent.

Wreath of
Victory

Who will receive the wreath of victory
at the End of Time?
Serpent Goddess Athena secretly sits in state in
Athens
There is no valid information of the end of Zeus and Athena, nobody knows anything about their final days. We know that
Olympia was located on a mountain, like Parthenon or Acropolis. Athena spent time in both cities. A small spaceship landed on
the mountain, Olympia or Acropolis, Athena embarked and carried out a so-called ‟ascension, today it is called a spaceflight. Note
that this is what I believe, Nike had a wing on her back and the wing is a symbol of flying. Athena Nike was a firm and hard
virgin/hybrid, she did not change her mind, she could not stand lies, she did not like parties and had a simple life, in silence. Zeus,
on the other hand, loved parties, he drank a lot of wine, loved wealth, luxury and a free life. He wanted to dominate and have
absolute power. History does not know how he died, he probably died in Olympia. We know that Zeus was a reincarnation of,
among others, ancient Baal, the Lord, and that Nike was a reincarnation of Israel‟s God, among others. They were rivals.
The next time they met was at the foundation of the city of Rome, Romulus and Remus. Athena was then Romulus, the first king
of Rome named Quirinus, while Zeus reappeared as the last King of Rome, Lucius Tarquinius Superbus.
At that time, when Romulus was born, a very strange thing happened. The Serpent Romulus‟ mother was not the owl Metis, he
received a new mother, Rhea Silvia, a wolverine, who later on was included in Rome‟s coat of arms.
Bull God Zeus sits in state in Olympia

Zeus

Alexander III

Coins depicting Zeus. The reverse side of the coin depicts Zeus on his throne. In his right hand he keeps the goddess of victory,
Nike. On the next coin is Alexander the Great, with a reverse side showing Zeus on his throne but now with an eagle in his right
hand. Alexander III was a reincarnation of, among others, Zeus. If you knew about Alexander the Great you also knew the Bull
God Zeus and his way of life. More info at Hanging Gardens of Babylonia, High Priest Caiaphas’ Will, pp 16-18, 34-50, The
Sun at a Disadvantage, pp 102-115, King of Polar Light, pp 61-65.

Zeus

Alexander III

Zeus eventually reincarnated as Alexander III

Symbol of Zeus‟
parties and
alcohol
consumption
Behind Zeus is the Sun. In his right hand
he has the arrows, in his left is the stork,
a symbol of reincarnation and birth.

Zeus raises the Sun, a symbol of the Lion. He
also calls himself a Lion.

Zeus as Aries. The Aries is the
zodiac sign of birth of Cosmic
Adam, Man.

Zeus wants to crush the Serpent‟s
army at the End of Time.

Zeus as a victor at the End of Time,
Revelation. He is surrounded by a wreath of
victory, in his right hand he holds Goddess
of Victory, Nike.
It is of interest that the wreath is open at the
top, he celebrated in advance. The fivepointed star is also a symbol of planet
Venus, which is called the Morning and
Evening Star.

Zeus also calls himself Omega. The black,
dark eagle is coloured by blood and turns
red. He eventually will reappear at the End
of Time as a dark, secret lion.

Now, at the End of Time, Jupiter‟s fruit
will help.
Julius II, (1503–1513), Giuliano Della
Rovere
218, 62. The fruit of Jupiter will help

Bull God Zeus/Jupiter at the End
of Time, as Jesus Beelzebub.
Zeus, the Bull God, sitting down. To his right is a bull, to his left a lamb. In the Fullness of Time Zeus will return as a lion and
as a lamb. Revelation claims that the Beast/the Bull copies the lamb. even faced by my father‟s paternity issue he stands there,
like a Lion (Tibor E) and as a Lamb, Krister R. More info at Evolution, pp 102-109, Shroud of Turin.
The gospels also say that the Bull, Jesus Beelzebub, will leave Christianity now, at the End of Time. He will return to
heathenism, where he will place himself at the centre, something that Zeus/Jupiter and Constantine the Great did in the past.
Death will become the new Deity. He, too, called Christer Philip R, has joined my father‟s paternity issue The name Philip also
appears in the Holstein Gottorp royal family. More info at King of Polar Light, page 32.

Black, dark eagle and white eagle. The black colour is a symbol of activities in the dark, in secrecy, while the white colour is
a symbol of human purity. The white colour also appears in Revelation. Zeus‟ symbolic eagle was both black and white,
mainly black. The white colour reminds us of silver, which is also a female symbol.
The Lamb, too, will convert into heathenism, the Hungarian heathenism, where Man, Nature, Life and knowledge dominate,
which is also better for the Lamb/Serpent.

Book of Revelation 5:5-6

The six first seals are loosened: „But one of the elders said to me, “Do not weep. Behold, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root
of David, has prevailed to open the scroll and to loose its seven seals.” And I looked, and behold, in the midst of the throne and
of the four living creatures, and in the midst of the elders, stood a Lamb as though it had been slain, having seven horns and
seven eyes, which are the seven Spirits of God sent out into all the earth.‟
This brief, important message confirms that the Lamb is a loser and that the Lion Tibor E was murdered and replaced by the
Lamb Krister R. It also confirms that he never was slaughtered or crucified. In other words: who should have been crucified. In
Revelation the Lamb defeats Babylonia.

Nicholas V, (1447–1455), Tommaso Parentucelli
210, 54. De modicitate Lunae/From the meanness of Luna, the pope of the Lamb/Serpent
Pope Nicholas V‟s appellation is From the Meanness of Luna. He was the greatest and most human pope of the Holy See.
What does this mean, ‟From the Meanness of Luna?
Nicholas V was reincarnated in Hungary and became a priest in the congregation. He knew my family very well. From 1958 and
onwards I was a choirboy in the congregation and I knew him personally. In our last meeting he told me about what I would do
in the future. Eventually it turned out to be true, which I can conclude after 50 years.
The Lamb was put into my father‟s paternity issue during the 1970s. Then the gate of Hell was opened to let my father and his
family enter. His and his family‟s lives were destroyed. Murder, forgery, deceit, etc, were carried out in the name of the Lamb,
but he knew nothing about it. He confirmed this in a telephone conversation towards the end of 1978. As far as I understand it,
„meanness‟, „humility‟ is only for my father and his family. More info at Evolution, page 127. – I hope he lets go of his anger
towards the Jews, too, because in my father‟s paternity issue the Jews were not involved. The royal family, Church of Sweden
and the Holy See must accept full responsibility.

XXXI Olympic games in Rio de Janeiro, 2016

Cardinal Orani João Tempesta, arch bishop of Rio de Janeiro

Medals with a combination of Jesus, the Lamb, the Bull and Goddess of Victory, Nike.

This test is an addition which strengthens the existence of the Hitler brothers.
Note that this text refers to the document which only bears upon A Hitler and E Braun.
I finished this topic, The Lamb’s Will, in September/October 2016. At the beginning of November Swedish television
broadcast a three-part series, by scientist Mark Evans, on DNA, connected to individuals such as Adolf Hitler and Eva Braun.
I took an immediate interest in the part of the series which dealt with Adolf Hitler and Eva Braun. I know that Adolf Hitler
was murdered around 1936 and was not alive, with Eva Braun, at the end of the war. I asked myself in what way a DNA-test
could map Adolf Hitler‟s DNA, who he was and why was that cruel. The program, which meant to seek the truth, was, I
believe, one of the best documentaries I have ever seen. It was very controversial, especially the information on Hitler.
Let me now follow the objects from the grave in a small crater next to the entrance to the bunker. The objects were burned: a
rib from Hitler, a cervical vertebra from E Braun, and a skull. In 1945 a piece of the skull was missing but was found with a
bullet hole outside the bunker by the Russians in 1946. – It was a female skull. These remains were then brought to Moscow
and put into the KGB archives in 1945. See page 15 above.

Vasillj Mitrochin

Vasillj Mitrochin

The Times. 29 January, 2004: ‟Defector who opened the KGB archives dies, 81 years old. His name was Vasillj
Mitrochin. He explored Sachalin in the Russian Far East.

Harold Shigley, merchant, died in 1987
Cover name

Arnie Raphel, died in 1988
Diplomat, USA ambassador

Vasillj Mitrochin
KGB officer

Who was the merchant? We know now that Harold Shigley does not exist. This means that the bones are fake, the merchant may
have used a cover name his trade was Nazi relics. But two other names and telephone numbers were connected to the bones
which the anchorman and scientist Mark Evans bought during an unusual assignment. The diplomat Arnie Raphel is supposed to
have arranged the meeting between Shigley and the KGB officer. But he died in 1988.

The President of Pakistan, Zia ul-Haq, was killed when his airplane exploded. The US Ambassador Arnold Raphel and General
Herbert Wassom were also killed. There was also a Russian name, Mitrochin. Mark Evans did some digging and found this
article from Thursday, January 29, 2004, in the Times: ‟Defector who opened the KGB archives dies, 81 years old. His name
was Vasillj Mitrochin. He explored Sachalin in the Russian Far East.
Everything starts to make sense. The more I investigate the material, the more I believe this could possibly be true. It seems to
be the case that the remains, rib and cervical vertebra, ended up in the US via these men. Vasillj Mitrochin was a KGB officer,
Harold Raphel was a diplomat and ambassador and who is hiding behind the name Harold Shigley? It may be a well-known
politician who privately traded in Nazi relics. This approach should be logical and true.

David Irving,
Writer, merchant
He has Hitler‟s hair

Hand-written report by Gustav Schumann, dated July 7, 1947 (copy). He writes:
„I live in Salzburg. During the war I was a barber and I got hold of the hair on
July 11, 1944. It was difficult to obtain because of Hitler‟s paranoia. He wanted
the cut-off hair destroyed.
Schumann glued double scotch tape on the soles of his shoes and walked around
in the hair.‟

Mr. X, merchant, had samples
of Hitler‟s and Braun‟s hair,
Hitler‟s rib and a cervical
vertebra from Braun. Was
connected to the men above.

The question was asked in connection with the original letter to D.I: „Do you
have the original letter?‟He answered no, but he could probably get hold of it.
The same question was put to Mr. X, since it was he who sold the Hitler hair to
D.I and handed over the copy of the letter to the same buyer, Mr. X. If so, where
is Gustav Schumann‟s original letter? The conversation ended.

Hitler‟s barber Gustav Schumann wanted some hair from Hitler, but did
not dare ask for it. So, he put double scotch tape on the soles of his
shoes. In this way Hitler‟s hair was saved according to the letter above.
Black growth, a
consequence of ageing.

Hitler‟s rib

Braun‟s cervical vertebra

George Milner, forensic archaeologist/expert

This is what Milner has to say about Hitler’s rib:
It is a rib and we traces of combustion. This is the actual tip
of the rib. No combustion in the cartilage area which is in
line with cremation of soft tissue. The bone comes from a
middle-aged person. We can see that at the black growth, a
natural consequence of ageing. Around 50 years old from a
fairly large individual, most probably a man.

This is what Milner has to say about Braun’s cervical
vertebra:
This is a piece of a cervical vertebra. It comes from a small
person, definitely an adult. Maybe a small man, but probably a
woman. If we look here, where the cartilage disc was, we can
see that the combustion was shallow. The vertebra may come
from a woman, it is human. It may come from a cremated body
with soft tissue.

The expert has done his very best and analysed the remains. He has confirmed that
the remains may come from from Berlin, the garden outside the bunker.

Hair from D.I.

Rib
Gustav Hitler, his last day
Worked using Adolf‟s name

Hair from Mr. X

According to Gustav Schumann‟s letter above,
the hair was cut on July 11, 1944.

Otto Hitler, last day
Worked using Adolf‟s name
Hitler‟s rib, 30 April 1945.

Mr. X bought the ribs and the vertebra from an American, Harold Shigley, who in 1986 secretly travelled to the island of
Sachalin to buy the bones from a retired KGB officer who was there fishing. Shigley died in 1987.
Mark Evans looked for the barber Gustav Schumann who worked at that time. He received a list with several Gustav
Schumanns, many contemporaries matched the profile, but nobody on the list was a barber. But one Gustav Schumann was a
guard at a prison camp, he was a member of the Nazi party, closer to Hitler. It was possible that he had worked as a barber to
earn some extra money. I share this view. – This Gustav Schumann writes in a letter that he was a barber during the war, he
does not mention where. After the war, he changed professions. On his list were a farmer, an innkeeper, a miner, a smith, a
shipping agent, and a merchant. I believe that if this Schumann chose a new job after 1945, he became a merchant. In order to
get hold of Hitler‟s hair, you will need to be close to him. He was a member of the Nazi party, prison guard, who knows what
else he was involved in? But he had the opportunity to gather lots of objects, such as Nazi relics, and sell them. Merchants D.I.
and Mr X. knew about the original letter from Schumann, probably via a merchant. Mr. X bought the letter and the hair from
Gustav Schumann.

Vertebra
Hair from
Mr. X

Eva Braun, Mrs Hitler
Gustav Hitler‟s wife

Eva Braun‟s hairbrush
with her monogram

?

It seems to be quite true that Eva Braun‟s hairbrush and her strands of hair are genuine. The brush comes from the Alps
residence Berghof where G Hitler and Eva Braun had their private residence. The brush was found in Eva Braun‟s private
room and has her monogram E.B. In 1945 Paul Baer, an American army captain came to Berghof looking for war trophies.
In Braun‟s flat he found, among other things, a hairbrush. Baer‟s son sold the brush to a trader in relics, who then sold the
hair to John Reznikoff, also a trader in relics. His mother fled from Germany in 1938, the maternal grandmother‟s husband
fled from Auschwitz. John points to the fact that it is most often Jews who collect items connected to Holocaust. „It is
important to us to preserve our memory‟, he says. „We have always said „never again.‟
Alan Baer, Paul Baer‟s son, says that his father Paul was a German-born Jew who came to the US in 1929. He worked with
counter espionage at CIC, forerunner of the CIA, and had access to these locations. The photos show that he visited Berghof
and Hitler‟s terrace in August, 1954. There is a very distinct account in the Hunt for DNA, part 3.

Mark Evans wanted a member of Adolf Hitler‟s family on the father‟s side. He found one who accepted a DNA test provided he
could be anonymous. – If they find the same Y chromosomes in the donor as those in the hair and bone fragments, they come
from Adolf Hitler. In one way or another, the team of Belgian scientists will reveal the truth about Hitler and Braun.
The problem is that the brothers Gustav, Otto, and Emanuel were declared dead but they returned as Adolf‟s doubles using
Adolf‟s name. Besides the Hitler brothers there some more (at least three) doubles who looked like each other and appeared as
Adolf Hitler. There are DNA tests of Gustav and Otto Hitler but not of Adolf who was murdered around 1936. There will never
be any DNA results from Adolf Hitler, regardless of any anonymous donor.

Mark Evans looked for a laboratory which was able to analyse Hitler‟s remains. 65 laboratories in 26 countries said no to
sequencing Hitler‟s genome. He is, actually too controversial, but finally, one laboratory said yes. ‟You must love Belgium‟,
Evans said. I agree. He handed over Hitler‟s hair which was stuck on the soles of Hitler‟s barber‟s shoe. They also got two
locks of hair from Hitler and Eva Braun and, finally, the two pieces of bone.
I was curious of the result of the Belgian DNA sequencing. At the end of DNA-2 Mark Evans said: ’I will learn something
revolutionary about Adolf Hitler and Eva Braun.’ This may mean that the DNA concerning G Hitler‟s strand of hair did not
match the DNA from O Hitler‟s rib. It has nothing to do with Adolf Hitler. This is really a revolutionary phenomenon. But I
was still very curious about Eva Braun.

DNA test, final result
DNA:t-I. The hair sample, which David
Irving claims came from Adolf Hitler,
probably came from an Indian man, not a
man from Rhineland.

The problem here is that
India was never
mentioned. The issue
comprised Europe,
Germany and the Soviet
archive.

DNA:t-2. The hair, which relic
collector Mr. X said he had received
from Gustav Schumann, actually came
from a human wig.

It is self evident that Gustav
Hitler‟s hair sample did not match
Otto Hitler‟s rib. I had expected
these DNA results. Neither did Eva
Braun‟s hair sample match the
cervical vertebra. See below.

DNA-3. The DNA from the piece of rib allegedly
from Adolf Hitler‟s grave did not match the DNA
from his relative. What does the DNA from the
pieces of bone say about their origin? The
laboratory managed to isolate mitochondrion from
both samples. Furthermore, the laboratory has a
partial autosome STR profile from both. Both
samples came from human beings, but from a man,
probably an Indian boy. But they have nothing to do
with Adolf Hitler and Eva Braun.

According to George Milner,
forensic archeologist/expert, the
samples came from an adult man
and an adult woman. The DNA
tests reveal that they came from
an Indian boy. There is a clear
difference between adults and
children and Milner is right. It is
correct that the samples did not
come from Adolf Hitler and Eva
Braun

The Belgian laboratory does not know anything about the origin of the Hitler brothers and that all the Hitler individuals, the
so-called doubles, were called Adolf Hitler. on issue is clear: If you trade in Indian artefacts you do not have to feel nervous,
controversial or secretive. According to Mark Evans, the clues take us to the KGB archives and from there back to Berlin, to
Gustav Hitler‟s bunker and the grave. But there is one item of news: the vertebra does not come from Eva Braun. That was
like a bombshell.

Eva Braun‟s hair, also
from Mr. X.

Eva Braun, Mrs. Hitler, 1912-1945?
Gustav Hitler‟s wife
Eva Anna Paula Braun

Eva Braun‟s hairbrush
with her monogram

Cervical vertebra
Geli Raubal, 1908-1931?
Adolf Hitler‟s half-sister
Angelika Maria (Geli)

The DNA from Eva Braun‟s hair did not match the cervical vertebra which was said to come from E Braun. If this is correct, we
can ask ourselves who the woman, sitting beside Otto Hitler on April 30, 1945, really was. It has often been claimed that Eva
Braun took poison. The cyanide she swallowed made her facial muscles contract. The skull which was found outside the bunker
had a distinct bullet hole. A scientist at the University of Connecticut decided in 2009 to thoroughly investigate the skull and
found, surprisingly, that it was not Hitler‟s skull. It came from a woman, 20-40 years old. There was also a picture of the dead
Hitler on a couch in the bunker. There is a bullet hole at the centre of his forehead.
Who, then, was the 40-year-old woman who was killed by one shot? It seems as if, according to certain leads, that Eva Braun did
not take her own life. Who, then, could have been shot to death? There is only one possible answer, a young woman called Geli
Raubal, Adolf Hitler‟s cousin and mistress, said to have committed suicide on September, 18, 1931, 23 years old. As far as I
understand, she was secretly declared dead and ended up as Gustav Hitler‟s prisoner at the Alps residence Berghof. She had
everything but freedom and she was not allowed meet anyone save for Gustav Hitler, Eva Braun, Otto Hitler, and some of the
doubles. She was a very outspoken woman, she expressed he own opinion on everything and did probably not like Gustav Hitler.
I suggest that she was taken to the bunker in secrecy on April 29, 1945. After her murder nobody asked about her. Ariund three
o‟clock Geri Raubal was taken into Gustav Hitler‟s room, where Otto Hitler was also present. A lot of secrecy around her, only a
few specially selected were allowed to participate.– Geli Raubal was then 37 years old.

Witnesses claim that the first shot could be heard at 3.30 p.m.
Some of the staff, the inner circle, were present: Traudl
Junge, Otto Günsche, Joseph Goebbels and his wife, Martin
Bormann, and Linge, also a loyal follower. Linge went into
Hitler‟s room followed by Bormann and they found two dead
bodies on the couch. – It has been claimed that Hitler shot
himself in the temple. – The dead person on the couch has a
bullet hole at the centre of the forehead and looks like Otto
Hitler, see page 15 above. Next to Otto Hitler was the woman
(Geli Raubal) who was also shot in the head, there was a
bullet hole in the skull. Who shot Otto Hitler and the woman
beside him? Was it Gustav Hitler, Linge or Bormann? The
inner circle knew who was murdered, and by whom.

A picture of the body on the blue and white couch.

Führer Gustav Hitler and Eva Braun on the blue and white couch
on April 30, 1945 in Hitler‟s room in the Berlin bunker. Rumours
said that Hitler shot himself in the temple and Eva Braun
swallowed poison.

The double Otto Hitler and Geli Raubal in the same blue and white
couch, photo montage. Both of them were shot in the forehead. The
message was broadcast all over the world: Adolf Hitler and his wife
Eva Braun committed suicide.

One more clue points to the fact that Eva Braun was not murdered. Führer Gustav Hitler married her a day earlier to avoid the
murder. There is no official information on how and when Gustav Hitler and Eva Braun left the bunker. They probably drove in
an ordinary car to a place outside Berlin and then onwards in a small flying saucer, a so-called die Glocke, Haunebu, to East
Prussia.
A very interesting dialogue between Gustav Hitler and Joseph Goebbels is preserved for posterity. Their very last conversation
went like this, when Goebbles suddenly became desperate: ‟Mein Führer, it is still possible to run away, you can manage the war
from Obersalsberg, Mein Führer, I ask you to reconsider.‟ „You know my decision, I will not change my mind. Of course, you
and your family can leave Berlin.‟ Goebbels faces Hitler. ‟We stand by you and follow your example, Mein Führer.‟ They shake
hands and Hitler leans against Linge when he slowly retires to his office. „I will go now‟, he says to his aide. Linge has been
close to Hitler for six years, interrupted once by a three-week holiday. ‟You know what to do. Make sure my body is burnt and
that my belongings are destroyed.‟ „Yes, Mein Führer.‟ Now Hitler looks exhausted, grey. He raises his right arm in a final
goodbye (a Jesus salute, the popes also do it).
If we understand this brief, last conversation between Goebbles and Hitler, Goebbels appeals to Hitler to reconsider his decision.
What did Goebbels suspect? Hitler, on the other hand, repeats his order to his aide Heinz Linge: ‟you know what to do.‟ It
seems as if this Linge knew about Hitler‟s plans in advance, since he was assigned to burn the bodies. Bormann and Günsche
were also informed.
The DNA test revealed that Eva Braun was an Ashkenazi Jewess on her mother‟s side and her ancestors had converted to
Catholicism. This was quite a revaluation of Eva Braun. This situation reminds me of when Izates II/Jesus converted to Judaism
and married Jewess Symmacho av Characene. Jesus accomplished his ascension on a spaceship from Mount Tabor. He was
accompanied to the mountain by his elder brother Jacob (James) and fisherman Peter. He said goodbye by raising his right arm
and then embarked. He disappeared but his wife stayed on Earth. More info at Omnipotent Akhenaten, page 22. – Gustav Hitler
and Eva Braun went to East Prussia. G Hitler had previously ordered the execution of 62 technicians and scientists who were
engaged in the Haunebu project. He left the Earth in a Haunebu spaceship and the question is whether he travelled alone or if
someone accompanied his, for example Eva Braun and some top-secret Arian hybrids. Here is another important question: Why
was the spaceship called Haunebu, die Glocke, the Bell? The Bell indicates time. Is this a sign that he will come back, as in
Revelation? White sky = Haunebu in connection with the return of the neutron star?

The Final Proof of Hitler’s Death.
Hitler‟s last days

from 20 April to 30 April, 1945

1945
Documentary from the Berlin
Bunker
This documentary was recorded when it all happened, i.e.
between April 20 and April 30, 1945, in the Berlin bunker,
with the approval of Gustav Hitler and according to what he
wanted. One of his closest associates filmed everything to the
very last day.

Hitler‟s last day, April 30, 1945

Hitler‟s last day, April 30, 1945

The Nuremberg judge and
Commander
Michael Musmanno
1948

Six months after the end of the war the
Nuremberg trials start. The Nazi leaders are
charged with crime against humanity, but not
Hitler. There are rumours indicating that he is
still alive. The Nuremberg judge and commander
Michael Musmanno decide to try to track down
eye witnesses to Hitler‟s last days. His
assignment is to prove that Hitler is dead. His
investigation takes him through Germany. He
talks to more than a hundred individuals in
prisons, detention camps and various hiding
places. In 1948 makes a film of his results. ‟I have
recorded a number of eye witnesses on Hitler‟s
disappearance. They will, in their own words, tell
us what happened to Germany‟s Führer. The
witnesses are surviving members of Hitler‟s
civilian and military staff in the bunker. They
have never been interviewed on film before and
have to practise their English or speak via an
interpreter‟, he said.

Hitler‟s last day by Jonathan Mayo & Emma Craraigie:
Minute by Minute
The new book (2015) Hitler`s Last Day gives us a detailed
picture of the fall of the Nazi dictatorship. Based on the
book it is possible to map Hitler‟s two last days minute by
minute and especially the last day, April 30, 1945.

The Nuremberg judge and
Commander
Michael Musmanno
1948

This is the sequel to the Hitler mystery in the bunker. In 2015 Hitler’s Last Day was published all over the world. The book
introduces detailed information on the two last days, minute by minute. The authors had access to information on Hitler‟s and
Eva Braun‟s two last days.
At the beginning of April, 2017, Swedish television broadcast the above-mentioned documentary on Hitler‟s last days between
April 20 and April 30, 1945.
During the Nuremberg court proceedings it was claimed that Hitler was still alive, also Stalin believed this. – Which is true –
was Hitler alive or not? Let me analyse the situation from my point of view. I have fairly strong leads.

1

According to the book Hitler’s Last Day, a gunshot is suddenly fired between 3.30 and 3.40 p.m. Everybody becomes quiet.
Then Helmut shouts: „Direct hit!‟ They have waited long enough. Linge opens the door and enters the office, followed by
Bormann. Mr and Mrs Hitler are sitting next to each other. There are two pistols at Hitler‟s feet, the one he has used and one for
backup. His head is against the wall. There is hole in the temple, towards the centre of the forehead. The carpet and the blue and
white couch are blood-stained. Eva‟s legs are on the couch, her shoes on the floor. The cyanide she has swallowed has made her
face contract.
We can see that Hitler‟s head is against the wall and we can also see two pistols, one close to Hitler‟s feet. There is no Mrs Hitler
in the picture. There is a hole, not exactly in the temple, closer to the centre of the forehead.

2

The documentary and the interview with Artur Axmann: At 3.30 p.m. the bombardment resumes, the bunker staff are
waiting for Hitler to do what he has threatened the last eight days. After the shot Goebbels and I ran back to Hitler‟s room and
went inside. We found Eva Braun on the couch with her head on Hitler‟s left shoulder. She wore a black chiffon dress. She was
dead, there were no signs of violence, she was poisoned. Hitler‟s lower jaw was a bit askew, it was obvious he had shot himself
in the mouth. I saw drops of blood on both temples.

The pistol shot had burst the blood vessels on both sides of the head. The couch was blood-stained and the pistol was at his
feet. I stayed with the bodies for around ten minutes and then went to the conference room. From there I saw their bodies being
carried out of the bunker.
If we compare pictures 1 and 2 we see fairly big differences, also when it comes to the texts. We can see that the pictures of
Hitler are similar, but they are not identical. One of the individuals is leaning against the wall, the other is not. Let me first
analyse why two Hitlers were shot.

Hitler (Otto Hitler) on his last appearance outside the bunker, on April 20, 1945, see page 14 above. He then returned to the
bunker.

Friday, April 20, 1945

Hitler (Otto Hitler) enters the bunker on April 20, 1945, after his last appearance outside the bunker.

We see Hitler (Otto Hitler) outside and in the bunker on April 20, 1945. We also see that the structures of the ears are
identical, both in the bunker and outside. We can also notice that Otto Hitler has found time to change headgear during the
short appearance.

Sunday, April 22, 1945

Heinz Lorenz, press attaché, 1948

Hitler (Otto Hitler) in a disastrous situation

Heinz Lorenz in an interview: ‟It a suicide assignment and Hitler‟s soldiers refuse. His armies have been defeated on all
fronts and Berlin was under threat. He gave orders to advance, but the soldiers refused. The shock over the soldiers‟ refusal
and the inevitable catastrophe became too much. He collapsed and said: „Now it is over, I will shoot myself.‟ In the picture
we can see a dogged, nervous and resigned Otto Hitler.
Secretary Traudl Junge
Secretary Traudl Junge meets him shortly
afterwards. ‟Did you hear him talk about
suicide?‟ ‟Yes, after April 22 he said it
repeatedly to avoid all speculations about his
death. His plan was to drink poison and, at
the same time, shoot himself with a pistol.‟
Hitler gave orders to empty the safe and burn
its contents. He takes a pistol while looking
at a portrait Frederick the Great,

Secretary Traudl Junge, 1945

Questioner is the Nuremberg judge an
commander Michael Musmanno, 1948

Secretary Traudl Junge, 1948

the Prussian king who had also promised to
take his life when the Russians stood outside
Berlin.

Frederick the Great

‟What did you think of Hitler‟s intention to
commit suicide?‟ „I said that if he planned to die,
he should do it while leading his soldiers. But he
feared he would only be wounded, then captured
and humiliated by the Russians.‟ „Did he expect
others to take their lives?‟ „Yes, Eva Braun’.
Eva Braun met Hitler in 1929, when she was 17
years old and worked with a photographer in the
Nazi party. Braun was 23 years younger than
Hitler and was his mistress for 14 years. The
relation was a secret and their private lives were
limited to some small rooms in the bunker, they
slept separately. She is in the bunker against
Hitler‟s wish, but she refuses to leave.

Frederick the Great

Ilse Braun, Eva Braun‟s sister
The Braun family did not like Eva‟s affair
with the Führer, Eva‟s sister Ilse Braun found
it hopeless. ‟Madame Braun, how was
Hitler‟s health the last time you saw him?‟
‟His face was ashen grey, his hands were
constantly moving and his eyes were drowsy.
he looked like an old man. he did not seem
strong enough to live much longer.‟
Ilse Braun, 1948
Eva Braun‟s sister

Ilse Braun, 1948
Eva Braun‟s sister
Anna Winter, Hitler‟s housekeeper
Those who knew about the relation were not surprised
that Braun wanted to die with him.
„Mrs Winter, for how long were you Hitler‟s
housekeeper?‟ „For fifteen years. Eva Braun was a
regular visitor. One she wanted Hitler to marry her.
Hitler said that he was never going to marry. „But you
can be my girl. She became very unhappy and tried to
commit suicide. She shot herself in the chest, but was
not seriously injured.‟

Anna Winter, 1948
Hitler‟s housekeeper

Anna Winter, 1948
Hitler‟s housekeeper

5.30 p.m. Sunday April 22, 1945

Joseph Goebbels

Joseph Goebbels

Hitler
Gustav

Goebbles and Gustav Hitler
discuss without Eva Braun

Gustav

This is probably Gustav Hitler
in his office.

Anna Winter, Hitler‟s housekeeper:
‟When Hitler and Braun contemplate suicide, an influential man asks them to wait. Minister of propaganda, Joseph Goebbels, is
the Führer‟s most fanatic follower. He persuades Hitler not to take his life – yet. Instead, he should use his willingness to die to
make the Germans fight to the bitter end. Goebbels will announce that Hitler ‟will die with hi soldiers defending Berlin.‟
Goebbel‟s six children, five girls and one boy, called Hitler uncle Adolf. Goebbel‟s wife Magda is a fanatic Nazi. They have
been portraid as the model family of the Third Reich.‟

Magda Goebbels
in the bunker, 1945

The Goebbels family and Gustav Hitler, uncle Adolf

Magda Goebbels
in the bunker, 1945

Monday April 23, 1945

Posion in a vial

Bernd Freytag von Loringhove, 1948
Baron, Army major
Bernd Freytag von Loringhove, 1948
Baron, Army major

Secretary Traudl Junge, 1948
Generals Krebs and Burgdolf in
the bunker, 1945

‟And then the minister of propaganda and his wife made a
scaring announcement. Mr and Mrs Goebbels said that
they did not want to live without the Führer. Then they
talked all day about dying. he handed out poison vials.‟
- Did you get one?
‟No, I did not belong to the inner circle and did not want
to paint my lips.‟ „What do you mean?‟ ‟The poison was
in a vial. It looked like a lipstick and those who got one
looked upon it as a true gem.‟ „What kind of poison was
it?‟ „Cyanide.‟

Secretary Traudl Junge, 1948

‟Minister Goebbels and his wife also planned to
administer poison to their six children. Generals Krebs
and Burgdolf also planned to die with the Führer. He
distributed vials with poison.‟
„What kind of poison was it?‟ ‟Cyanide. It was put into a
small vial which fitted into a brass container. Just like this
one (see picture above). I also got one.‟ „Did you, too,
plan to take your life?‟ „I had no plans to die just because
Hitler planned to finish his life. I was going to use the
poison only if the war situation forced me, or if I was
attacked.‟
The conversation in the bunker is dominated by suicide
plans, but some of them rejected the idea.

Willi Johannmeier
Army major, Hitler aide
Johannmeier,army major. Hitelr‟s aide,
rewarded with the Iron Cross for bravery.
’Major Johannmeier, did you get one of the
vials with poison which Hitler distributed,
according to witnesses?‟ ‟No, I was a soldier
and did not want to die from poison. I wanted
to fight and if I had to die, I wanted to die
honourably.‟
Willi Johannmeier 1948
Army major, Hitler aide

Willi Johannmeier 1948
Army major, Hitler aide

General Eisenhower, allied Supreme
Commander, allows the Russian to
advance into Berlin. They wanted
Hitler alive, and they struggled to
reach the bunker, the greatest
manhunt in history.

General Eisenhower, 1945, USA

Bernd Freytag von Loringhove, 1948
Baron, army major

Swastika in an eight-pointed star

General Eisenhower, 1945, USA

Gustav Hitler demands to know when Wenck
will arrive.

Bernd Freytag von Loringhove, 1948
Baron, army major

Swastika in an eight-pointed star

General Walther Wenck, 1945, Elbe

Bernd Freytag von Loringhove, 1948
Baron, army major

Gustav Hitler demands to know when Wenck
will arrive.

„Hitler tried a last, desperate escape. The 12th German army under General Wenck is 80 kilometres southwest of Berlin. Hitler
nourished hopes that Wenck‟s army would arrive to save Berlin. Where was Wenck? At river Elbe.The greandes landed so
close to the bunker that it shook and the air was filled with concrete dust. But Wenck refused to rescue Berlin and instead
helped civilians to escape. Each and every day Hitler wanted to know where Wenck was.‟ ‘But hadn’t Hitler already
decided to die?’ ‘Yes, but he wanted to live. He loved power like a miser who loves gold.‟ The picture shows a worried nut
focused and concentrated Hitler.

Saturday April 28, 1945

Hitler really believed, during five days, that the army would rescue Berlin. Heinrich Himmler, SS commander and the second
most powerful man, has betrayed him. In relative safety in the north, he tries to negotiate peace with the USA.

Saturday April 28, 1945, at 10 p.m.

Bernd Freytag von Loringhove, 1948
Baron, army major

Hermann Fogelein
SS-Gruppenführer

Gustav Hitler in hus study. He makes
important decision, which a broken, sick and
lifeless person should not make.

’Baron Freytag von Loringhove, when did all hope leave Hitler?‟ ‟When he heard that Himmler had tried to surrender to
the allied forces, he said that a traitor can never be a Führer. Hitler ordered General Fogelein, Himmler‟s representative, to
be shot. Fogelein was Eva Braun‟s brother-in-law, married to her pregnant sister.

Eva Braun and Gustav Hitler

Eva Braun and Gustav Hitler

The mistress pleads with Hitler for the release of Fogelein, but he refuses.

Then Hitler dictated his last will and political testament to Traudl Junge. The film shows Hitler walking to and from his desk
while dictating.
Traudl Junge: ‟He starts by blaming the war on the Jews. He dictated the will the night between April 27 and 28 and I must
say it was a disappointment. I had believed that he would try to justify what he had done, would explain why Germany had
landed in this situation and point to a way out of this terrible tragedy. But he just returned to the same old arguments he had
used in all his speeches. He also wanted to give his mistress something she had always longed to have. Her name is not
mentioned, but in exchange for her loyalty and willingness to die with him, he wanted to marry Eva Braun.‟ More about the
will on pp 8-13.

1 p.m. – Sunday, April 29, 1945

Goebbels as best man

The male character may be Hitler, but the woman is very strange.
Despite the blur we can see that this woman does not look like Eva
Braun. Her hair reaches her shoulders. Key persons are in hiding.

Eva Braun has short, brown,
ruffled, curly hair with
Gustav Hitler, page 54.

She has a black dress with tinsel and a white necklace. Who is she?

Signing the marriage certificate

Traudl Junge: ‟Shortly after he had had Eva‟s brother-in-law executed, Hitler appears with her. She is wearing a black dress
with tinsel, her eyes radiant with joy. Hitler wears his ordinary uniform jacket. Goebbels is best man. The couple certify,
according to Nazi rules, that they are Aryan and do not know about any hereditary sicknesses. When Eva signs the marriage
certificate she first writes B, as in Braun, then she strikes it out and writes Hitler.

Heinz Lorenz: What happened towards the
end?‟ ‟They married and prepared the suicide.‟
‟Were there any celebrations?‟ ‟There was a
small party with champagne. Hitler did not
drink any champagne, he was dictating his
will. He continued with that and said that he
and his wife would commit suicide to avoid
the humiliation of defeat. Their bodies were to
be incinerated. He also told the successors to
go on fighting.‟
Heinz Lorenz, press attaché, 1948

Heinz Lorenz, press attaché, 1948

The secretary writing Gustav Hitler‟s will.

Gustav Hitler dictating

Gustav Hitler dictating

Gustav Hitler is very focussed with a clear
head. He knows what he says and does.

Gustav Hitler

Gustav Hitler, able to dictate an important will for
several hours, step by step planning the end,
cannot be depressed, sick and finished.

At 8 a.m. – Sunday April 29, 1945
‟The document will be brought by
courier to a territory still held by
Germany.‟ „When was the last time
you saw Hitler?‟ ‟In the morning of
April 29. My assignment was to give
one copy to Field Marshal Schömer
and he stressed the importance of the
assignment.‟ „What about the mood
during your last conversation?‟ ‟We
both understood that we would never
see each other again.‟ „Did you ever
think he would not die?‟ „Absolutely
not.‟
Willi Johannmeier, 1948
Army major, Hitler aide

Willi Johannmeier, 1948
Army major, Hitler aide

Gustav Hitler gives his will to Johannmeier
Ferdinand Schörner 1945, general

This Hitler is not Gustav but a double with a crooked
nose, fake beard or the collar of the unform. Gustav
Hitler is asleep. See above, page 49, the wedding
pictures.

In accordance with Hitler‟s will, Schörner was appointed Hitler‟s successor as commander of Oberkommando des
Heeres, April 30, 1945,

6 p.m. – Sunday April 29, 1945

He could not stand being alone, he moved
from one person to another. People used to be
afraid of him, but they were not any more.
They were even smoking in his presence, for
the first time since 1933. Eva Braun, who had
never smoked, puffed away at a cigarette.‟

Secretary Traudl Junge, 1945

Secretary Traudl Junge, 1948

In the bunker Gustav Hitler moves from person to person while Eva Braun is puffing away at
her cigarette.
He looks a bit tense and worried.

Eva Braun enjoys drinking and smoking generals.

Hitler

The generals are low-spirited, they have lost their zest for life, they are nervous. But Eva Braun, on the other hand, is
happy, satisfied and laughs a lot in the evening. We can see in her face that she is not thinking about death. The woman
was happy.
The bunker became a morgue and the people
living corpses. The mood was depressed and
funeral-like and I did not want to stay. If death
was waiting for me, I would rather die on the
battlefield, like a soldier.‟ „How did you get
out of the bunker?‟ I asked my superior officer,
General Krebs, if I could try to join General
Wenck‟s army. Hitler approved, I saluted and
went away.‟ ‟How did Hitler react when you
left?‟ ‟He looked collected and concentrated,
as if he had shut everything down and was no
longer interested in less important persons like
us.‟
Bernd Freytag von Loringhove, 1948
Baron, army major

Bernd Freytag von Loringhove, 1948
Baron, army major

von Loringhove and Krebs, funeral atmosphere in the bunker.

von Loringhove and a collected and concentrated
Gustav Hitler, for the last time.

10 p.m. – Sunday, April 29, 1945
‟Late in the evening of April 29, in the
bunker, they listened to a British radio
broadcast about what had happened to
Hitler‟s ally, the Italian dictator Mussolini.‟
„Did Hitler hear about the death of
Mussolini?‟ ‟Yes, he did.‟ And I think this
made him more dispirited than anything
else. If he was captured, dead or alive, he
really believed he would be humiliated and
made fun of.‟
(Gustav Hitler was a hybrid)

Secretary Traudl Junge, 1945

Secretary Traudl Junge, 1948

8.30 a.m. – Monday, April 30, 1945
Irmengard von Varo:
”Early on April 30 Hitler ordered
the bunker staff to gather and I was
ordered to come to Hitler‟s room. I
was very sleepy and went
underground to the corridor and
Hitler‟s room. I saw a strange
character, a ghost, Hitler.

Baroness Irmengard von Varo, 1945
Waitress in the bunker

Baroness Irmengard von Varo, 1945
Waitress in the bunker

Irmengard von Varo went through the corridor to Hitler‟s room.
‟He had shrunk and the clothes hung loose. His eyes stared at nothing, his hands trembled like leaves in a storm. Hitler thanked
the staff for their loyalty. His shook hands with all of us like an old man on his way to his grave. Then he said goodbye. I said
something stupid about keeping a stiff upper lip, but I am sure he did not notice. Then he slowly shuffled off.‟

Hitler greets his loyal staff.

Hitler faces his staff for the last time.

Otto Hitler, like an old man walking to his grave.

According to her story, Otto Hitler did not dictate a will a few hours earlier. You cannot change your mind this fast… he
looks very ill and he has a big, red, mark on his forehead, which Gustav Hitler has not. Did he fall over and hurt himself?

A conference with nothing more to say.

Hitler asks his aide Otto Günsche to get petrol for the incineration of him and his wife.

1 p.m. – Monday, April 30, 1945
Secretary Traudl Junge: ‟We had lunch, Hitler, Eva
Braun and I. We tried to have a normal conversation,
but we felt the presence of death. Hitler was a
vegetarian and their last meal was pasta with cabbage
and raisin salad.‟ What did Eva Braun think about
death?‟ ‟She loved her Führer and wanted to die with
him. But she also loved life. She was a happy person
and enjoyed life‟ (see page 16 above). When she had
accepted to die with Hitler she was like a child in the
dark. She asked Hitler: “Does it hurt? I don‟t mind
dying like a hero, but it must be painless.” Then she
laughed, but it was not natural laughter.‟
Secretary Traudl Junge, 1945

Secretary Traudl Junge, 1948

‟What did Hitler say about that?‟ „He went into details and said: ”The poison has an immediate effect which means that the lung
tissue and then the heart will be paralysed. Death comes after a few minutes, but pain disappears after a few seconds, when
cramps start” (another utterance from a concentrated, focussed, organised man).

Last meal: Eva Braun, Gustav Hitler and Secretary Traudl Junge, vegetarian lunch with a nice wine.

Last meal: Eva Braun, Gustav Hitler and secretary Traudl Junge, vegetarian lunch with a nice wine.

Last meal: Eva Braun, Gustav Hitler and Secretary Traudl Junge, vegetarian lunch with a nice wine.

Last meal: Eva Braun, Gustav Hitler and Secretary Traudl Junge, vegetarian lunch with a nice wine.
(The pictures of Hitler are blurred in the film, too)
Do we see Eva Braun at the table?

2 p.m. – Monday April 30, 1945
Traudl Junge: ‟Eva Braun changed into the
dress Hitler really liked, black with white
roses round the neckband. She arranged her
hair and painted her nails.
After lunch I went back to one of the rooms.
At around 2.30 I was summoned by Günsche,
Hitler‟s SS-aide, he wanted me in the
corridor. There I saw Hitler, arm in arm with
Eva Braun. We said a last farewell. I was the
last person to shake his hand. His hand was
very weak. He looked at me. I don‟t know if
he saw me – or anyone. Hitler and his wife
retired.‟

Secretary Traudl Junge, 1945

Secretary according to the
secretary‟s Traudl Junge, 1948

Eva Braun in a black dress with white roses and a white necklace as her secretary said. Eva Braun still has her
short hair.

Eva Braun in a black dress with white roses and a white necklace as her secretary said.
Eva Braun still has her short hair.

The last handshake with Otto Hitler

The face is blurred, but it should be Otto Hitler.

The last picture of Otto Hitler from behind. But who is the woman?

2.45 p.m. – Monday, April 30, 1945
Traudl Junge: „Magda Goebbels, wife of the
minister of propaganda and mother of his six
children approaches Hitler‟s door. She has
been in her rooms for days, but now she
demands to see Hitler. The aide knocks on
the door, Hitler opens and Mrs. Goebbels
starts pleading. She knows that when the
Führer dies, she not only has to commit
suicide but also poison her children. She
wants Hitler to flee, but Hitler curtly refuses.
Nobody will se the Führer alive again.‟
Secretary Traudl Junge, 1945

Secretary Traudl Junge, 1948

Aide Heinz Linge and Mrs. Goebbels outside Hitler‟s door.
Aide Otto Günsche

Hitler refuses, Aide Otto Günsche prepared with his pistol by Hitler‟s door.

3 p.m. – Monday, April 30, 1945

Artur Axmann: ‟I arrived at around three o‟clock in
the afternoon and went to his room, but the door was
closed. Günsche, his SS aide was standing outside
and beckoned to me to be silent and I went to the
conference room and waited there with Goebbels.‟

Artur Axmann, 1945
Leader of Hitlerjugend

Artur Axmann, 1948
Leader of Hitlerjugend

Secretary Traudl Junge:
‟The bombardment above resumed. The bunker staff waited for Hitler to accomplish, at last, the threats he had made
during the last eight days.‟

Traudl Junge in the bunker in 1945, shortly before 3.30 p.m.

Traudl Junge in the bunker in 1945, shortly before 3.30 p.m.

Otto Günsche, Hitler‟s SS aide, by the door with his pistol shortly before 3.30 p.m.

The corridor is empty at 3.30 p.m. When she shot was fired, you could hear it in the documentary..

The corridor is empty at 3.30 p.m. When she shot was fired, you could hear it in the documentary..

The corridor when the shot was heard at 3.30 p.m. on April 30, 1945.

3.30 p.m. – Monday April 30, 1945
Artur Axmann: „After the shot Goebbels and I ran back to
Hitler‟s room and entered. We found Eva Braun on the
couch – hear head against Hitler‟s left shoulder. She wore a
black chiffon dress. She was dead, but there were no signs
of violence, the cause of death was poison. Hitler‟s lower
jaw was a little lopsided. It was obvious he had shot himself
in the mouth. I saw drops of blood on both temples.
The pistol explosion had burst the blood vessels on both
sides of the head. The couch had blood stains and the pistol
was at his feet. I stayed there for about ten minutes and then
went to the conference room. From there I watched when
they carried the bodies out of the bunker.‟
But there was more to come for Hitler‟s staff.
Artur Axmann, 1945
Leader of Hitlerjugend

Artur Axmann, 1948
Leader of Hitlerjugend

After the shot Axmann and Goebbels ran back to Hitler‟s room..

They found Eva Braun on the couch with her head on Hitler‟s left shoulder.
There were drops of blood on Hitler‟s temples.

Simultaneously, this happened:
The book Hitler’s Last Day:
1.30 p.m.
Rochus Misch panics. He has just seen the head of
Gestapo, Heinrich Müller, in the corridors of the Reich
Chancellery with two SS men. He is almost never
there. Misch can only find two reasons for this visit –
either he will shoot all witnesses to Hitler‟s suicide or
he will blow up the bunker using a time-bomb.
(If this feared head of Gestapo appears, someone will
always be shot, Misch knew this.)
Rochus Misch in the bunker,
1945

Heinrich Müller,
feared Gestapo chief, 1945

Why did he appear at this very moment?
Who was his intended victim?

Linge and Bormann, 3.30 p.m.

According to the book Hitlers Last day, at
3.40 p.m: „Suddenly a pistol is fired,
afterwards total silence. Then Helmut
shouts: “Direct hit!” They have been
waiting long enough. Linge opens the door
and enters the office followed by Bormann.
Mr. and Mrs. Hitler are both on the couch.
There are two pistols at Hitler‟s feet, the
one he has fired and one backup. His head
is against the wall, there is a hole in his
temple. Eva‟s legs are on the couch, the
shoes on the floor.. The cyanide she has
swallowed has made her face contract.
Heinz Linge, 1945
SS aide in the bunker.

Martin Bormann, 1945
SS aide in the bunker

Shot, blood stain

Shod, blood stain

Hitler is dead on the couch. There is a pistol on
the chair next to him.

Hitler is dead on the couch. There is a hole and blood on his
right temple.

The shot to his forehead is clearly visible, there is a pistol behind his
head. Eva Braun is missing.

Why did two Hitlers commit suicide?

His head is against the wall. There are two
pistols, the one he used and one backup.

1

2

Two pictures depicting a dead Hitler who has committed suicide on April 30, 1945, at 3.30 p.m. In picture #1 we see Otto
Hitler, Adolf‟s elder brother who was declared dead but continued his life as Hitler‟s double. Gustav Hitler, Adolf‟s second
eldest brother is in picture #2. He was also declared dead but lived on, also as Adolf‟s double. Adolf was murdered around
1936. Gustav took over his identity and became Führer 1933-1945.

Fairly convincing leads, clues and evidence for a
conclusion.
If we follow and study the documentary, we see two different Hitler characters. One of them a character using drugs and in poor
health, the other one with a clear head, focussed who follows the developments in a decisive and careful way.
The film starts with an interview with Secretary Traudl Junge who answered the first question put to her by the Nuremberg judge
and Commander Michael Musmanno in 1948.
’Mrs. Junge, say something about Hitler’s health in April, 1945.’ ‘He was very poorly. For years he had been using
medicines, drugs and injections. During the last days his hands were constantly trembling and, together with strangers,
he was ashamed and tried to conceal it.’
Baroness Irmengard von Varo, 1945, waitress in the bunker, see her farewell to Hitler on pp 55-56 above:
’He had shrunk and his clothes seemed to big for him. His eyes stared into nothing, his hand trembled like leaves in a
storm. He thanked the staff for their loyalty. He shook hand with all of us like an old man on his way to the grave. then
he said goodbye. I said something stupid about keeping a stiff upper lip, but I am sure he did not notice me. Then he
slowly shuffled off.’
Secretary Junge’s farewell, see page 58 above.
‘At around 2.30 p.m. Günsche, Hitler’s SS aide, asked me to come out into the corridor. There was Hitler, arm in arm
with Eva Braun. Said a last goodbye. I was the last person to shake hands with him. His hand was very weak. He looked
at me, but I don’t think he saw me – or anyone. Hitler and his wife retired.’
It is obvious that such a Hitler, Otto Hitler, could not shoot himself in the head. He was very sick, he was drugged, his hands
were weak, trembling and he was absent in his mind, disconnected from reality.
As far as I understand, it was Heinz Linge who took care of Otto Hitler and Günsche kept an eye on Gustav Hitler during these
last days.

Irmengard von Varo, went to the corridor in the Führer bunker to Hitler’s room at 8.30 a.m.
Otto Hitler also stayed here in April
If you take this situation seriously, especially if you work in a police organisation, you will understand why Gustav Hitler ordered the
head of Gestapo, Müller, to come to the bunker with two men from the SS. It had already been decided that Otto Hitler was to be
executed, but he was so ill that he was not able to commit suicide. Nobody of the bunker‟s staff wanted to shoot Otto, not even
Gustav. The biggest problem in my mind was that Otto suddenly died, probably from an overdose and panic hit the bunker. Müller‟s
SS men had to shoot Otto, at first in the temple on the right hand side his head. Then, for some reason, they shot him in forehead.
The men also shot a woman.

Gustav Hitler‟s room is guarded by Otto Günsche, Hitler‟s SS aide.
I will also analyse the picture in which Gustav Hitler and Mrs. Eva Braun appear.
Blood

Here is Gustav Hitler and his hands. His right hand has
blood on it, as has his left temple.

Traces of blood on his left temple.

Pistol, no blood.

The pistol behind his head on the floor is connected to this picture. According to Artur Axmann‟s story, Gustav Hitler shot himself
in the mouth. How did his right hand become bloody? If you shoot yourself in the mouth, you immediately drop the pistol, it lands
in your arms or on the floor in front of you. How could the pistol fall to the floor behind his head?
What would Detective say about this picture? – It is a fake picture, they are not dead, but they pretend to be.
There is no blood on the pistol, see above.
I am fairly sure that Gustav Hitler himself placed the pistol behind the head in an impossible position, to eventually clarify the
truth about Adolf Hitler. He wanted that.

Necklace

My opinion is that neither Gustav Hitler nor Eva Braun look dead. She looks alive even if her eyes are closed. She
was the only person in the bunker who was happy. There are no traces of cyanide in her face.
The camera was switched off after these pictures. The next step in the process was planned for 4.00 p.m. Gustav and Eva
stood. Otto Hitler‟s and the other woman‟s bodies were carried into this room, covered by blankets, and placed on the couch.
Now it is suitable to have a closer look at the other woman who was shot almost at the same time as Otto Hitler.

Back to the wedding on April 29, 1945. If a sensitive person turns up, e.g. a woman as a bride, her face is blurred to hide her
origin. The bride does not look like Eva Braun, the centre picture. The photo was taken during the ceremony. The bride has
hair down to her shoulders, Eva Braun‟s hair is short, brown and curly.

The Nazi rules for marriage state that you need to be of Aryan descent and with no genetic diseases. As far as I understand, in
this case, it is important to be a hybrid, as was Gustav. Eva Braun was a proper woman and, according to the DNA test, she
was also a Jewess. She was not suitable for the Aryan system. If you want a suitable woman for the wedding, you need to look
for one in your family. Adolf‟s, Gustav‟s and Otto‟s cousin was Geli Raubal, who supposedly committed suicide in 1931. This
woman lived in captivity with Gustav Hitler, see Eva Braun‟s and Geli Raubal‟s DNA tests. This woman knew too much, even
about Adolf and Gustav did not want the secret about him and Nazism to be revealed in advance.

Female skull

Cervical vertebra
Geli Raubal, 1908-1931?
Adolf Hitler‟s half-sister
Angelika Maria (Geli)

In April, 2000, the Russians released this skull of Hitler‟s and they found a hole at the left temple. A scientist at the University
of Connecticut started to explore the skull thoroughly and found, to his surprise, that it was came from a woman, 20-40 years
old, it could not be Hitler‟s skull. Now we know for sure that Eva was not shot, according to plans she was supposed to poison
herself. The DNA test confirms that the cervical vertebra does not come from Eva Braun. The skull and the vertebra should
emanate from the same woman, the woman who one day earlier had married Hitler.

4.00 p.m. – Monday, April 30, 1945

Artur Axmann:
‟Hitler ordered that his and his wife‟s bodies
were to be incinerated. His staff had to take
them outside. Erich Kempka, the Führer‟s driver
since 1934, carried Eva Braun.‟

Artur Axmann, 1945
Leader of Hitlerjugend

The staaf had around 30 minutes to move the bodies (Otto
Hitler‟s and Geli Raubal‟s) to Gustav Hitler‟s room. Gustav
Hitler and Eva Braun left the bunker in secrecy and nobody
has seen them since.

(Otto) Hitler‟s body covered by a blanket

Artur Axmann, 1948
Leader of Hitlerjugend

Hitler‟s staaf, Goebbels, Linge, Günsche, carry their bodies.

Erich Kempka
Kempka tells his story about April 30: ‟I carried
Eva Braun‟s body and I handed it over to
Günsche who put her beside Hitler. Their bodies
are out into a grenade crater and 100 litres of
petrol were waiting at the entrance of the
bunker. We then took the cans and poured petrol
on the bodies.‟

Erich Kempka, 1948
Hitler‟s driver 1934-1945

Erich Kempka, 1948
Hitler‟s driver 1934-1945

In the documentary, Eva‟s body was carried by Erich Kempka. The body was covered by a blanket.

Hitler‟s body is put into a grenade crater.

Hitler‟s body is put into a grenade crater and Günsche put Eva‟s body next to Hitler.

100 litres of petrol were poured over the bodies..

Hermann Karnau:
‟Hitler was wrapped in a blanket which had
come apart. I saw his face, it was covered in
blood. The Russian artillery constantly
bombarded the Reich Chancellery and we had
to seek cover in the bunker‟s entrance. Here
Günsche set fire to a cloth and threw it on the
bodies. Both bodies were burning intensely
when I left.‟
Hermann Karnau, 1948
Bunker guard 1945

Hermann Karnau, 1948
Bunker guard 1945

Hermann Karnau, bunker guard 1945: ‟I saw his face, it was covered in blood.‟

100 litres of petrol were poured upon the bodies.

100 litres of petrol were poured upon the bodies.

The shelling continued, Hitler‟s staff took cover in the entrance to the bunker.

Günsche set fire to a cloth and threw it on the bodies.

Günsche set fire to a cloth and threw it on the bodies.

Günsche set fire to a cloth and threw it on the bodies.

‟Both bodies were burning intensely when I left‟
Hermann Karnau, bunker guard on April 30, 1945

Hitler‟s staaf, Krebs, Kempka, Günsche and Goebbels, their last moment with Hitler at the cremation.

6.15 p.m. – Monday, April 30, 1945

Hermann Karnau has watched
over the fire for two hours.

Hermann Karnau:
„The bodies were still burning and the
flesh moved up and down. With my
feet I touched the burning remains and
they fell apart. Almost not being able
to move, I remained at the site and
raised my arm in a last salute.‟

Hermann Karnau, 1948
Bunker guard 1945

Hermann Karnau: „With my feet I touched the burning
remains and they fell apart.‟

Hermann Karnau, 1948
Bunker guard 1945

Hermann Karnau: „Almost not being able to move, I
remained at the site and raised my arm in a last salute.‟

The last salute.

And this is the end of Nazism
Tuesday May 1, 1945

‟This is London with an extra news broadcast. German Radio has just
announced that Hitler is dead. I repeat: German Radio has just
announced that Hitler is dead.‟

Tuesday May 1, 1945
The Russians take the bunker
24 hours later the Russians enter the abandoned bunker and start looting it. They find the remains of the Goebbels family. They
have shot themselves and the bodies have been incinerated. They also find the bodies of the six poisoned children. They
exhume the remains of Hitler and Eva Braun and are able to identify Hitler using dental records. Nobody knows for sure what
happened to the remains, the allied forces are not allowed to see them.

Thorough search in Otto
Hitler‟s room.

?
Documents found below or inside the couch in Otto Hitler‟s room.

The Russians had ample time to thoroughly search the whole bunker. They certainly found piles of document which were not
destroyed. The Russians took them but did not tell the world about their contents. The documentary tells us that the Russians
took important evidence concerning Hitler. This is quite clear: the Russians did not leave the bunker empty-handed.

Joseph Goebbels

Do we see the incinerated bodies of Magda and Joseph Goebbels? It is a fact that their six little innocent children are dead.
Now I begin to understand why the secretary was so worried. She seemed to know a lot.

The Russians exhume the remains of Hitler and Hitler and they identify Hitler via his dental rscords. The remains were put into
a box. Nobody knows for sure what happened to them and the allied forces were not allowed to see them. – But it later
emerged that they ended up in the KGB archives in Moscow. More info on DNA tests on pp 33-38.

Otto Hitler, double

Gustav Hitler, the Führer
Stalin, the Soviet dictator, indicated that Hitler escaped from Berlin and was still alive. We can establish that Stalin had
evidence and that he was right. As far as I understand, Hitlers staff had not destroyed all important documents. They later
found their way to Stalin, as did the remains of Hitler and Braun.

Thinner and longer nose.
More info at The Fourth
Pyramid Which disappeared, pp 24-25.

Gustav Hitler, the Führer

Wider, thicker and
shorter nose.

The Führer and his double

Adolf Hitler, 1889-1936

Otto Hitler, double

Monday, April 30, 1945
The Soviets occupy the Reichstag and the bunker
I base this conclusion on the documentary Hitler’s Last Years, 2015, on television at the beginning of June, 2017.
In the evening of April 30, Zhukov‟s soldiers entered Berlin. They occupied the Reichstag and the bunker. But where was
Hitler? The question tormented the Russians. Soldiers found a body which looked like Hitler, but it turned out be a double.
Stalin sent specialists to investigate and they found the charred bodies of Joseph and Magda Goebbels. The bodies of six dead
children were next to them. Only a couple of months ago they were used in propaganda. Hitler‟s remains were finally discovered
in a bomb crater. When Stalin heard about the death of Hitler, he exclaimed: ’That was the end of the bastard. A pity we
didn’t capture him alive!‟
The remains were secretly transported to Moscow. Not even Zhukov, who enjoyed his victory and visited the monster‟s den,
knew anything about this epilogue.

The Soviet Russians occupy the Reichstag and the bunker, led by Zhukov.

Adolf Hitler, 1889-1936

But where was Hitler? The question tormented
the Russians.

Otto Hitler, 1887-1945

Gustav Weler, 1900-1945

Soldiers found a body which looked like
Hitler
In order to solve the riddle it was later suggested that
it was the body of Gustav Weler, who was the bunker
chef. he is not mentioned in the documentary.

Gustav Weler

Gustav Weler

Soldiers found a body which looked like Hitler
It has also been suggested that this Weler was shot by the
SS man Otto Skorzeny in the bunker on April 30. But
Skorzeny was, according to records, transferred in January
1945 to the eastern front, to Schwedt an der Oder. He
surrendered and was arrested on May 15. He died in
Madrid in 1975.

But it turned out to be a double, Otto Hitler
An important question is why the Russians knew that this Hitler was a double, when this picture was and still is the most
infamous on this planet. Which Hitler were they looking for?
Is there any proof that the Russians rejected Otto Hitler who was the most infamous of all Hitler‟s doubles? And why did
they do it?
In the bunker, Zhukov and his staff probably heard that the Hitler who ruled Germany with an iron fist and was called
Führer was neither man nor woman, he was a hybrid. So far, OK. But the reader may ask if there is any evidence which
may support the Russians‟ lack of interest in Otto Hitler‟s corpse. Yes, there is, see below.

This is the dead Otto
Hitler. If we look closely
at his trousers we see an
open fly. Zhukov and his
friends could see Otto
Hitler‟s male genitals.

We can see the three buttons on his trousers and also that that his whole body had been searched. The pictures also reveal that the
uniform, his clothes, are too big for him just like the bunker staff said during the interview, see page 66 above. In other words: he
had lost weight during the last days. He is dressed in Hitler‟s uniform Thereafter they went directly to a crater and found the other
two bodies. How did the Russians know there were to more, burnt bodies there? From whom did they get the information?
Hitler‟s body was buried under a parade road in Magdeburg in East Germany. In 1970 the remains were exhumed and burnt again
and the ashes were simply flushed down the drains. The body in question is that of Otto Hitler.

Petrol can

We can see that in the crater, under some blankets, are two bodies. If it is neither Gustav nor Otto Hitler,
who is the third man? This is the major mystery in connection with what is called Hitler’s suicide. Is there
any clue? The clue is that the third man was in the bunker. The only and maybe the best illustrations are
pictures from the wedding.

Wedding pictures with, according to the documentary, Gustav Hitler and Eva
Braun. For our solution we have real pictures of Gustav Hitler and Braun. Let
us analyse the pictures thoroughly.

Here we clearly see that the man and the
woman are of almost equal height. The
man is a bit taller than the woman.

It is obvious that G Hitler is taller than Eva
Braun. Her hair is short.

Here we clearly see that the man and the
woman are of almost equal height. The
man is a bit taller than the woman.

Who is this man?
Despite the blur which hides the
key person there are other leads. If
we look at the nose we see that it is
a bit bent. We can also see that the
crescent-shaped moustache ends in
a beard or in a shadow of a double
chin. The lighting in the bunker
was quite bad.
About the woman: see page 69
above.

We must look for this character among other doubles. There is one more lead: During the 1948 interview, Hermann Karnau
said: „Hitler was wrapped in a blanket which had come apart. I saw his face, it was covered in blood. See page 72
above. This in fact means that we have to look among the doubles, look for an individual who was always close to Gustav
Hitler in the Reichstag and in the bunker, even as a secret person.

D-2 Hitler
As far as I understand, is not a member of Hitler‟s
family, maybe a very distant branch of the family.
He was a competent double and met many top
politicians abroad. He was also seen with Eva
Braun.
I named him D-2 Hitler, double #2.
More info at Omnipotent Akhenaten, pp 29 and
34. The only double with a double chin.

D-2 Hitler

Pictures of D-2 Hitler. If we study his nose we see that it is a little curved, as in the wedding picture. The size of the nose is in both pictures
roughly the same. According to my clues, the persons in the picture are D-2 Hitler and Geli Raubal. A double named Gustav Weler, one of
Hitler’s chefs, may be an alternative here. He resembles D-2 Hitler and their ear patterns are almost the same. – We can conclude that the DNA
test performed on the rib comes from this man,

Gustav Hitler. the Führer, 1933-1945
Assumed Adolf Hitler‟s identity

Otto Hitler, double #1
1933-1945

D-2 Hitler, double #2.
1933-1945

Adolf Hitler
1889-1936

Adolf Hitler
1889-1936

Rib
D-2 Hitler

Geli Raubal

Cervical vertebra

Hitler‟s suicide, the biggest mystery of modern times. According to certain clues (above) we can conclude that the rib did not come from
Adolf Hitler and that the cervical vertebra was not Eva Braun‟s, the DNA tests, above pp 36-37, are correct. But the expert, George
Milner’s report regarding rib and vertebra is also correct, see page 34 above. Note that, on page 68 above, write that Otto Hitler‟s body was
carried into the room where Gustav and Eva pretended to be dead on the couch. According to the clue above, it was D-2 Hitler’s body.

Joseph and Magda Goebbels

Magda and Joseph Goebbels‟ charred remains.

J. Goebbels‟ charred remains

The documentary and various photos from various years of Joseph Goebbels in profile can certify that he really committed
suicide. He and his family gave their lives to Gustav Hitler, he was the only one Hitler could trust completely. He knew that
Gustav Hitler had left this world, he and his family did not want to live him without him. It was G Hitler who gave the family
security and safety.

Zhukov and his staff visit the Reich Chancellery and the bomb crater. The remains were secretly sent to Moscow. Not
even Zhukov who enjoyed the victory and the visit to the monster‟s den knew anything about this epilogue, an epilogue
which finished a bloody, dark chapter for humanity according to the documentary „Hitler’s Last Year.‟

The last hours in the bunker before Zhukov attacked

Rochus Misch, 1917-2013
Guard and switchboard operator in
the bunker 1945. Was close to G
Hitler.
He died 96 years old.

Artur Axmann, 1913-1996
Hitlerjugend
Died at the age of 83.

Otto Günsche, 1913-2003
SS-Sturmbannführer
G Hitler‟s personal guard in the
bunker. Died at the age of 90.

Heinz Linge, 1913-1980
SS-Sturmbannführer
Trained bricklayer, O Hitler‟s bodyguard
and head of Gustav‟s personal staff.

These five key persons, among others, knew about the
reality behind ‘Hitler’s suicide’. They survived the
bunker which is the greatest mystery of modern times,
they were at its centre.

Hans Baur, 1897-1993
Pilot and SS-Gruppenführer.
He died 95 years old

Martin Bormann, 1900-1945
SS-Obergruppenführer
Died at the age of 44.

Ludwig Stumpfegger. Took part in the killing
of Joseph and Marta Goebbels‟ six children.
He drugged Otto Hitler in the bunker.

Ludwig Stumpfegger, 1910-1945
SS physician, Hitler‟s surgeon.
Died 34 years old.

Around 11 p.m. on May 1 a group of people fled the bunker, among them Stumpfegger, Martin Bormann and the leader of
Hitlerjugend, Artur Axmann. They tried to get through the Russian lines, but it was hopeless. At Lehrter Bahnhof they were
attacked by grenades. Axmann later told the world how he, in the moonlight at Weidendammer Brücke, saw Bormann‟s and
Stumpfegger‟s dead bodies. This was around 1.30 – 2.30 a.m. on May 2. Stumpfegger committed suicide by swallowing a glass
vial of cyanide, so did Bormann. Their remains were found during street repairs in Invalidenstraße in December 1972.
Ludwig Stumpfegger took part in experimental transplant surgery on prisoners in concentration camp Ravensbrück before he
ended up in the bunker.
Rochus Misch, Otto Günsche and Heinz Linge were captured in bunker by Zhukov‟s men, the Red Army, on May 2, 1945. They
were probably busy with clearing away all saved documents and burning the bodies of Joseph and Magda Goebbels.
When Zhukov and his men entered the bunker, they ransacked it and found Otto Hitler‟s body, one question was asked: was this
really Hitler the Führer or was it a double? – There were conversations between the Germans and the Russians about Hitler.
Rochus Misch, on September 18, 2004, said that the Russians wanted to know if it really was Hitler who had committed suicide
in the bunker, or if he had a double. It seems as if Zhukov found out the truth about Hitler since they searched the dead Otto
Hitler‟s trousers and then found the bomb crater with the remains of the other bodies.
In the morning of May 2, 1945, the Red Army captured Rochus Misch, Otto Günsche, Heinz Linge and Hans Baur.
.

Rochus Misch. After the Second World War Misch was a prisoner in the Soviet Union until 1953, when he returned to Berlin
and opened a paint shop. Note that he was a soldier as many others, he was not interested in politics. He was never a member of
the Nazi party.
Otto Günsche. After the war he was detained in several prisons and labour camps in the Soviet Union and was questioned,
during many years, by the Soviet security service, the NKVD. He was sentenced to 25 years of hard labour in 1950, but was
released from the Bautzen prison in May, 1956. He subsequently lived in Lohmar in Nordrhein-Westfalen to his death on
October 2, 2003. 2.
Heinz Linge was captured by Russian soldiers on May 2, 1945 and was interrogated during several years by the Soviet security
service, the NKVD. In 1950 he was sentenced to 25 years of hard labour, but was released on September 29, 1945.
Hans Baur was taken prisoner by Russian soldiers on May 2 1945 after having been wounded in his legs, chest and one hand.
Doctors had to amputate his right lower leg in Posen on May 10, 1945. Baur was a prisoner of war in Russia to October 1955
and after that in France to 1957. He died in Neuwiddersberg on February 17, 1993, 95 years old.
These four key persons who were in the bunker between April 20 and 30 knew everything that was going on druing Gustav
Hitler‟s leadership. They knew about the so-called „suicide.‟ Otto Günsche and Heinz Linge were interrogated during several
years by the Soviet security services, the NKVD. Rochus Misch revealed that the Russians were after Hitler‟s double as early
as in Berlin. Exactly what they have revealed in Moscow is still a black hole, but we know one thing: During the Nuremberg
trial in 1945 Stalin maintained that Hitler was alive, he meant Hitler, the Führer. And he was not the only one to say that.
Now, let me return to the so-called suicide on April 30, 1945 at 3.30 p.m. This is the most important episode since the
crucifixion. Let me start with the story of Rochus Misch, story #3 on September 18, 2004. One individual in the bunker staff
revealed the the chef, Gustav Weler, played the Hitler part because he looked like Hitler. This means that Gustav Hitler‟s SS
men killed two men and one woman).

‟It was around 11 o‟clock. Hitler walked past me in the bunker corridor. he looked at me but said nothing. The he went on
and said goodbye to Goebbels and his aide before he disappeared into his room.‟

a

3

b

‟It was around 11 o‟clock. Hitler walked past me in the bunker corridor. he looked at me but said nothing. The he went on and
said goodbye to Goebbels and his aide before he disappeared into his room.‟
A while later Misch heard Hitler‟s aides say that ”Now it has happened.” D-2 Hitler‟s aide was, in fact, Goebbels.
At 1.30 p.m. „Rochus Misch panics. He has just seen the Head of Gestapo Heinrich Müller with two SS men in the corridors of
the Reich Chancellery. He is almost never there. Misch can only imagine two reasons: he will either shoot all witnesses to
Hitler‟s suicide or blow up the bunker with a time-bomb.‟ It seems as if the SS men shot D-2 Hitler in his room, see page 64
above. Hermann Karnau: Hitler was wrapped in a blanket which had come apart. I saw his face, it was covered in blood.‟
When the door opened, I saw Hitler lying on his side on a couch. Eva Braun was next to him with her legs on the couch. I will
never forget what I saw, says Misch with an impartial, cool voice. He does not mention a shot to the head, not traces of blood on
Hitler‟s temple, nothing about how the suicide was carried out. Note that his shot was not fired at 3.30 p.m. according to Misch.

1

b
a

Linge and Bormann, 3.30 p.m.

Hitlers Last Day, 3.30-40 p.m. „Suddenly a pistol is fired, afterwards total silence. Then Helmut shouts: “Direct hit!” They
have been waiting long enough. Linge opens the door and enters the office followed by Bormann. Mr. and Mrs. Hitler are both
on the couch. There are two pistols at Hitler‟s feet, the one he has fired and one backup. His head is against the wall, there is a
hole in his temple. Eva‟s legs are on the couch, the shoes on the floor.. The cyanide she has swallowed has made her face
contract.‟ See pp 65 and 16 above.

a

b

2
Artur Axmann:. „After the shot Goebbels and I ran back to Hitler‟s room and entered. We found Eva Braun on the couch –
hear head against Hitler‟s left shoulder. She wore a black chiffon dress. She was dead, but there were no signs of violence, the
cause of death was poison. Hitler‟s lower jaw was a little lopsided. It was obvious he had shot himself in the mouth. I saw
drops of blood on both temples.
The pistol explosion had burst the blood vessels on both sides of the head. The couch had blood stains and the pistol was at his
feet.‟ See page 53 above.
Of these three different versions of the suicide, picture b is the final goal. Three different Hitlers and three different suicides
took plave in the bunker on April 30, 1945. In the book Hitler’s Last Day we read about Rochus Misch and his encounter with
Hitler at around 11-11.45 a.m. Hitler shuffles along the corridor to the switchboard. he stops at the door. The switchboard
operator stands, waiting for orders. Nothing. Hitler turns around and shuffles back to his room. Then Hitler was shot dead, long
before 3.30 p.m.

Hitler‟s Secretaries
More key persons

Traudl Junge, 1920-2002
died in Munich, Germany
Left the bunker on May 1,
1945

Christa Schroeder,
1908-1984
Died in Munich
Left the bunker on
22 April 1945

Gerda Christian,
1913-1997
Died in Dusseldorf,
Left the bunker on
1 May 1945

Johanna Wolf,
1900-1985
Died in Munich
Left the bunker on
22 April 1945

Else Krüger, 1915-2005
Bormann‟s secretary
Else James in Wallasey,
Died in Germany
Left the bunker on
1 May 1945

Johanna Wolf, born on June 1, 1900 in Munich, died June 5 1985 in Munich. Between 1933 and
1945 she was one of Hitler‟s private secretaries. Together with Christa Schroeder, Traudl Junge
and Gerda Christian she formed a group called ‟the Führer secretaries‟. Why so many secretaries
around only one Hitler? – There were many Hitlers, so-called doubles and each important double
named Hitler had his own private secretary. Traudl Junge, for example, served Gustav Hitler and
wrote his will, Gerda Christian was employed by D-2 Hitler, as was Christa Schroeder.

Lunch at 11.45 and again at 13.00 with different Hitlers
Constanze Manziarly, 1920-1945
cook/diet cook
Left the bunker on May 1 1945
Died in Berlin
According to Junge she probably
took her own life.

Lunch 1. No I intend to go back to April 30, 1945. According to the book Hitler’s Last Day
lunch was served at 11.45. The military staff comes together for the daily conference. General
Weidling, superior officer in Berlin is pessimistic. „There is almost no ammunition. It is
impossible to get more via air drops. Morals are low, the fighting continues in the centre of the
city. The battle of Berlin will be over tonight. Hitler is silent for a long time. In a tired voice he
asks General Mohnke about his opinion. Mohnke nods gloomily. Hitler slowly stands up. It is
difficult for him to move around nowadays, close to the walls as if he needs support, the upper
part of his body leaning forward, his legs shuffling.
After only a couple of metres he needs to sit down on a bench to rest. His face has become bloated, his eyes bloodshot. There is
saliva in the corners of his mouth.‟ This brief section tells us that this sick, tired and immobile Hitler must be Otto Hitler. It
seems as if there was no lunch for the military high command, they lacked appetite. The last conference and lunch was very
short – and unpleasant.
– Lunch 2 at13.00 in the book Hitler’s Last Day.
Eva does not want to eat and skips lunch. She remains in her room with Liesl who is busy with Mrs. Hitler‟s hair. The dress is
chosen, it is black with white roses round the neckline, one of Hitler‟s favourites. He has lunch with the cook and his two
secretaries, Gerda Christian and Traudl Junge. Only Hitler says something, he delivers a monologue on Germany‟s future and
the difficulties they face. – During this lunch Hitler is healthy, he is looking forward and talks about the future after the war. This
Hitler does not talk about death. He should be D-2 Hitler.
- Lunch 3 at 13.00 according to the interview with Traudl Junge 1948.
Traudl Junge talks about April 30. ‟We, Hitler, Eva Braun and I had lunch. We tried to have a normal conversation, but we felt
the presence of death. Hitler was a vegetarian and their last meal consists of pasta with cabbage and raisin salad.‟ „What did Eva
Braun think about death?‟ ‟She loved the Führer and wanted to die with him. But she also loved life. She was a happy person
and enjoyed life‟ (see page 16 above). ‟When she had accepted to die with Hitler she was like a child in darkness. She asked
him: “Does it hurt? I am happy to die heroically, but it has to be painless.” Then she laughed, but not in a natural way.‟
‟What did Hitler answer?‟ ‟He went into details. He said: ”The effect of the poison is immediate which means that the lung
tissue and then the heart are paralysed. After a few minutes you die, but pain only lasts a few seconds, then cramps start.” – One
more story, concentrated, focussed and thought-through answers. This Hitler seems to be completely healthy, he can speak, give
details. An important question: Who is the woman who has lunch with Gustav Hitler and Junge? She is said to be Eva Braun, but
she says that there was no lunch on that day.
The Junge interview certainly establishes that this woman faced death and Gustav Hitler was preparing her. Here we have a
fairly strong indication that Eva Braun did not die on the couch at 3.30 p.m. The woman should be same woman who married
Hitler the day before. These three brief stories illustrate two different Hitlers, one drugged and very ill Hitler who knew as early
as on April 22 that he was to be shot (his secretary left the bunker on that day), one Hitler who is healthy, who looks forward and
talks about death together with his secretary. Three different Hitlers at three different lunches, almost simultaneously.

The Importance of Hitler‟s secretaries
More key persons

D = Double

D = Double
D-4 Hitler

Gerda Christian, D-2 Hitler

D-3 Hitler, Christa Schroeder

Otto Hitler, Johanna Wolf
D-1 Hitler

Anna Winter,
Hitler’s houskeeper

Irmengard von Varo,
Waitress in the bunker

Adolf Hitler
1889-1936
Constanze Manziarly
Cook

Adolf Hitler

Traudl Junge ,Gustav Hitler, Führer
D-1 Hitler

Else Krüger, Edmund Hitler
D-5 Hitler

Bormann and Else Krüger
Rev. 1:18

Now we have a better understanding of Stalin‟s claims that Hitler, the Führer is alive. Stalin had several key persons in Moscow
for many years, piles of documents were brought to Moscow. The remains from the crater were also sent to Moscow and a film
provided by, among others, Zhukov. In the film is Otto Hitler‟s dead body, which was eventually incinerated by the Russian. We
can conclude that Stalin was completely right.
We can ask ourselves why Gustav Hitler did not burn Otto Hitler‟s body. During the interviews with the bunker staff it is made
clear that neither the US nor the Soviet Union should have access to his body and humiliate it (he was a hybrid). He carefully
planned that another Hitler double, D-2 Hitler was to be shot together with a woman and that their bodies would be incinerated.
If investigations after death should take place, investigators would find the bodies of a real man and a real woman which would
make suicide a probable end. But the Hitler story does not end with the „suicide‟ of April 30, 1945. Adolf Hitler and Eva Braun
were seen outside the bunker on 30 April 1945.

1
The photo was taken on April 30, 1945, outside the bunker:
Hitler, Eva Braun and Martin Bormann, marked with a yellow
circle.

2
1944, Gustav Hitler and Eva Braun.

1.

We can compare pictures 1 and 2. Picture 1 depicts an Otto Hitler double. But Eva Braun had a better double, who looked
more like her. Picture 2 shows Gustav Hitler and Eva Braun.
Eva Braun April 29, 1945

One of Otto Hitler‟s, D-4 Hitler ‟s, doubles and one of Eva Braun‟s. We can see that 50 % of her teeth are gone from her upper jaw, but Eva‟s set
of teeth is complete. Should she be Eva Braun anyway, it would strengthen this: she did not die and she did not accompany G Hitler in a spaceship.
Neither was she his wife. D-4 Hitler and his followers left Berlin in a submarine.

5

6

D-4 Hitler‟s and his female friend‟s escape route in a submarine from Berlin to Buenos Aires, Argentina. 1. Berlin, Germany, 2
Tonder, Denmark, 3 Travemünde, Germany, 4 Reus, Spain, 5 Fuerteventura, Canary Islands, 6 Mar del Plata, Hotel, Buenos
Aires, Argentina.
There are records and witnesses claiming that D-4 Hitler and his female friend escaped from Berlin on April 30, 1945 and via
certain countries came to the Mar del Plata hotel in Buenos Aires.

A photo of Otto Hitler, the deceased, and behind him is a villa at Fuerteventura, Canary Islands where he and his female
friend probably stayed according to the escape route above. This face belonging to Otto Hitler is the most infamous face in
the world.

5

6

It seems as if the escape route was carefully planned in advance by Gustav Hitler. D-4 Hitler, his woman, and a number of other
individuals were also in the bunker during the last two to three days, then they escaped onboard a submarine.

According to this document Hitler (D-4 Hitler) left Berlin in a submarine with, among others, two women, one doctor,
and a number of followers. Two submarines reached Argentina in the other one were Hitler and his entourage.

Records say that A Hitler (D-4 Hitler) remained in
followers. According to one source he died in 1965.

Argentina for the time being together with his

D-3 Hitler
After the so-called suicide on April 30, 1945, Hitler chaos broke out all over the world. A dead Hitler (Otto Hitler) is found by
the Russians in the bunker and shortly after that they find the remains of two burned bodies: Hitler and Eva Braun in a bomb
crater outside the bunker (D-2 Hitler and Geri Raubal). At the same time, Hitler (D-4 Hitler) and his closest escape in two
submarines to Argentina, Gustav Hitler, the Führer and Eva Braun disappeared without a trace. There were more doubles, among
them D-3 Hitler and Edmund Hitler (D-5 Hitler) at large. This is called complete chaos and is without precedent in our modern
world. Yet people talk about Adolf Hitler who was killed as the first Jew, probably during the Olympic Games in 1936.
The Gospels suggest that Jesus has been seen in the Fullness of Time after the death of Gustav Hitler on April 30, 1945, but
nobody has seen him.
The world-famous suicide, more info at Nero, Fright and Poetry, pp 8-9

Gustav Hitler, Führer

Otto Hitler

D-2 Hitler

D-4 Hitler

When Commander Musmanno finishes his investigation in in 1948, no traces of Hitler have been found for three years. There is
no doubt that Adolf Hitler, Führer of Germany, the world‟s most sinister criminal and the worst gangster who has ever
dishonoured the human race, is dead, he concludes. The general public are not allowed to watch Musmanno‟s filmed interviews.
He sends a copy to Hollywood but the frame of mind in the western world has changed. People want to forget about Hitler and
the war and instead look forward, into a brighter future. The film was discovered in 2013 in an American university archive.
If we follow the documentary and the interviews in detail we notice that the staff never mention the name Adolf. They all say
„Hitler‟, while Eva Braun is used all the time. Everybody told the truth, they did not lie. We can also see, very clearly, that the
story is about two Hitlers. One who is a very ill, depressed, weak man who is on drugs and finds it difficult to move around.
And one who is a concentrated, focused but low-spirited man who rules the Reich, make decisions, dictates his will in hourlong periods and plans the end, step by step.– A judge such as Musmanno should have understood the difference between the
two Hitlers in this context and that Adolf Hitler did not exist.
Or… he has understood the mystery and that is the reason why his filmed interviews never became public. This seems to be the
case.

Otto Hitler, the double
He used powerful medicines and drugs on a
daily basis in the bunker.
Finally it was announced: Hitler has
committed suicide.

Gustav Hitler, the Führer
In the bunker he planned for the end,
step by step.

From April and onwards the main topic in the bunker was
‟suicide‟. The suicide is the equivalence of the crucifixion.

Jewess Mary‟s son Immanuel/Josef jr was crucified and buried in Jerusalem.
He stood up for human belief and knowledge and equality between men and
women. A reincarnation of, among others, Samyaza, Lamech Jr and King
David. He was the foster son of builder and jack-of-all-trades Joseph. More info
at Deity, page 9.

Izates II/Jesus, Queen Helena‟s son, members of Joseph‟s family. He assumed
Immanuel‟s/Joseph Jr‟s identity and he was the one who talked about the Jerusalem
crucifixion, Jesus Christ who was resurrected. His message was similar to that of
Samyaza‟s, but lacked equality between men and women.
16. Jesus said, „Perhaps people think that I have come to cast peace upon the world.
They do not know that I have come to cast conflicts upon the earth: fire, sword, war.‟
A reincarnation of, among others, Inanna/Noah, Israel‟s God.
Finally we can compare Christianity and Nazism. The Gospels say that Jesus talked about suffering and crucifixion, but the Jew
Immanuel, Joseph Jr was crucified. In Nazism it was Gustav Hitler, the Führer, who took over his younger brother Adolf‟s
identity and who step by step planned the end of Nazism. Thereafter it was announced that Hitler (Otto Hitler, his younger
brother and double) was dead. He set fire o the world and the world knows about what was left.
Gustav Hitler wanted the truth and that is why he had the whole process in the bunker filmed, from April 22 to April 30. Without
his consent the world would never have been able to watch the documentary, the best evidence. – I started to write in connection
with this documentary on April 12 and I finish now, May 1, 2017. When I started to write about the suicide, see page 14 above, I
wondered why there is no documentary about the actual suicide. On April 11 I watched it on tv – at last evidence was
introduced. Gustav Hitler left the world as a loser. This documentary, I believe, was also part of his will.

There are obvious leads indicating that Gustav Hitler ascended to the Moon in a UFO. More info at Visitors to the Moon,
final, page 80.

Jakob Sporrenberg, SS officer
1902-1952
Haunebu project manager
Die Glocke project from 1934
to 1944
Executed in Poland in 1952

Odilo Globocnik, SS Gruppenführer
1904-1945
Haunebu project manager
Die Glocke project from 1944-45
Committed suicide in 1945

Hans Kammler, SS-General
1901-1945???
Civil engineer/designer
Project Haunebu/Die Glocke.
Sources indicate that he, after
the war, secretly worked in
the US, Area 51, under
assumed identity.

Viktor Schauberger
1885-1958
Philosopher, scientist,
inventor, designer.
Involved in the Haunebu/Die
Glocke project from 1934.
He, too, is said to have
worked in the US after the
war.

See pp 17-18 above. The base was in East Prussia from where spaceflights started. The Nazis possessed a UFO and a research
centre. The base was located in the mountain and had a length of several kilometres. On the mountain was a power plant and a
circle. Along the circle was an underground power line. The SS officer who was captured told the allies surprising stories about
UFO research and anti- gravitation experiments. In 2008, a BBC documentary showed, with a Polish guide, a shut-down UFO
base in southern Poland. We often say “No smoke without a fire”. More info at Omnipotent Akhenaten, pp 33-34.
I understand that the whole UFO base in East Prussia was founded in connection with Gustav Hitler‟s ascension to the Moon.
More info at Visitors to the Moon, final, page 80. According to Genesis, the Serpent is the most cunning animal on our planet. –
You did not think so? Now you know.

East Prussia, UFO and research centre

Also a symbol of spaceship and
galaxy.

Strong leads prove that Gustav Hitler and Eva Braun left the Earth in a spaceship and went to the Moon. Eva Braun looked human, she was
probably of human blood which made her useful for the UFO scientists‟ biology research. More info at Visitors to the Moon, final, pp 28-32.

UFO fever in the US after the
war

OTC-XI Projekt
OTC-XI Project
Otis T. Carr and Nicola Tesla. Project OTC-XI,

Robert Lazar, UFO scientist at Area 51, USA during the 1980s. It
is quite possible that the US carried out a flight to the Moon as
early as in 1962. More info at The Sun at a Disadvantage, pp 1718.

Otto Skorzeny, SS
,

Adolf Hitler,
1889-1936

Gustav Hitler, Führer

Adolf Hitler,
1889-1936

In the picture on the cover of the book we see the SS man Otto Skorzeny, bodyguard and the Führer Gustav Hitler (1933-1945).
Officially, Otto Skorzeny died in 1975 in Madrid, but after that, in secrecy, he lived in the US according to the author of the book above.
The author writes that he met Otto Skorzeny‟s daughter in 1995-96 and heard the story about Hitler‟s death. It was Otto Skorzeny who shot
the chef Gustav Weler who was one of Otto Hitler‟s doubles. Otto Skorzeny finally died in the US in 1999. – Records state that Skorzeny
was removed from the bunker in January 1945. Normally, a bodyguard is not removed that fast. Did he say something to Gustav Hitler who
became angry and lost confidence in him? – In 1944 G Hitler sent Skorzeny to Budapest, Hungary to topple Horty, to kidnap the Horty
family and take them all to Nazi Germany. In 1945, in January, Raul Wallenberg was arrested in Budapest by the Red Army. Was Skorzeny
against this arrest and did he try to stop it?
Gustav Hitler was a reincarnation of, among others, Saint Stephen who was crowned King of Hungary in 1000. G Hitler was a true racist,
he especially hated Jews and Hungary was a very sensitive part of his life. As far as I understand it was a catastrophe for any individual to
defend the Jews in the presence of G Hitler. Skorzeny immediately had to leave the bunker and Berlin in January 1945 and his career in
Nazi Germany was over. As early as in 1943 there were rumours of Skorzeny being unreliable and that he was too close to the Allies. The
documentary also claims that that Otto Günsche was Hitler‟s body guard in the bunker, but it also reveals an important part of Hitler‟s
death. The documentary claims that Skorzeny shot the double Weler in the bunker. According to records, he did not. As I have already
mentioned: Hungary was G Hitler‟s most sensitive issue and he followed the situation there, step by step. When he realized that all of
Hungary belonged to the Red Army, he knew he would soon lose the war. Then he had the idea of the “Suicide Project.” In that project the
beast Otto Skorzeny was primarily to shoot the double Weler. The entire final process probably came to him at that moment. Skorzeny kept
in his memory that his role was to shoot Weler. In that way, G Hitler would get rid of the SS men from Gestapo. His story about Hitler‟s
death was correct, at least half of it.
The book mentions that Adolf Hitler lived in the state of Montana in the US in 1997, 107 years old. D-3 Hitler was Adolf Hitler‟s double,
so maybe he was there. See page 93 above.
We can summarise the message of the book like this: it is an important contribution to the history of Nazi Germany and coincides with the
continuation of the world to the end, see page 20 above. More info also at Deity, pp 53-54 about Otto Skorzeny.

If we study all documents connected to Nazi Germany and the Hitler brothers, we find that important authorities such as the
party and the Church knew about the Hitler case, but the parents did not. Even Adolf himself knew about it, late in life. You
cannot become Reich Chancellor with a stolen identity without being unmasked, especially as two persons use the same identity
simultaneously. The Holy See was at the centre of events in this context, more info at Omnipotent Akhenaten, page 36. Krister
R‟s case was almost the same with the Holy See in focus. Certain Swedish authorities led by Church of Sweden and the royal
family knew about what had happened. The difference between these issues is that about one of them Gustav Hitler knew
everything, about the other one Krister R knew nothing about what was happening behind his back.

The Serpent in
the shape of the
letter M. Virgin,
Hybrid

The Serpent in
the shape of the
letter M. Virgin,
Hybrid

Finally:
5. Jesus said, „Know what is in front of your face, and what is hidden from you will be disclosed to you. For there
is nothing hidden that will not be revealed. And there is nothing buried that will not be raised.‟
10. Jesus said, „I have cast fire upon the world, and look, I'm guarding it until it blazes.‟ 16. Jesus said, „Perhaps
people think that I have come to cast peace upon the world. They do not know that I have come to cast conflicts
upon the earth: fire, sword, war.‟
More info at King of Polar Light, pp 55 and 61-62
Gustav Hitler also turned against the Catholic Church, especially its priests who belonged to the Bull, Jesus Beelzebub.

Gustav Hitler during a train journey. Between the windows is a white
eagle in the form of the letter M as an emblem. M=hybrid, virgin.

Finally:
5. Jesus said, „Know what is in front of your face, and what is hidden from you will be disclosed to you. For there
is nothing hidden that will not be revealed. And there is nothing buried that will not be raised.‟
10. Jesus said, „I have cast fire upon the world, and look, I'm guarding it until it blazes.‟ 16. Jesus said, „Perhaps
people think that I have come to cast peace upon the world. They do not know that I have come to cast conflicts
upon the earth: fire, sword, war.‟ Revelation 14-16.

In his prophecies, Israel‟s God promised to exterminate Heathens, Jews and
also, later on, Christians. He did it using the name Loki in Nordic
mythology and above all in Hungary as Saint Stephen. He killed more than
half of the country‟s population in 32 years. His reign in Hungary in those
days was the same as was Hitler‟s today. He did not change his mind. We
have the Bible, a book from which pour blood and war. Gustav Hitler‟s war
was just a continuation of the misery of the Bible. He said to the prophets: I
will not change my mind.’
Now, at the End of Time, it is not the Jews who have removed him from my
father‟s paternity issue but the so-called Christians in a secret alliance led by
the king, born on April 30, 1946. Trinity has collapsed. That is why he
chose the declaration of death on April 30, 1945. More info at Evolution,
page 107.
- Almost 100 years earlier, on March 8, 1844, King Carl Johan XIV died in
Stockholm, at 3.30 p.m.

End of Time
Daniel, 12:4 and 12:13

Finally:
5, Jesus said, „Know what is in front of
your face, and what is hidden from you
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you shall rest, and will arise to your
blazes.‟ 16. Jesus said, „Perhaps people
inheritance at the end of the
think that I have come to cast peace upon
days./…/’
the world. They do not know that I have
come to cast conflicts upon the earth:
fire, sword, war.‟

Tibor E and I, Szabolcs/ Josef
Photo: Tibor Kemény 1964
Stockholm

Michelangelo, Daniel, Sistine Chapel,
Rome, 1511
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